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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

VOLUNTARY CONTROL OF BREATHING ACCORDING TO THE
BREATHING PATTERN DURING LISTENING TO MUSIC AND NON-CONTACT
MEASUREMENT OF HEART RATE AND RESPIRATION
We investigated if listening to songs changes breathing pattern which changes
autonomic responses such as heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) or change in
breathing pattern is a byproduct of listening to songs or change in breathing pattern as well
as listening to songs causes changes in autonomic responses. Seven subjects (4 males and
3 females) participated in a pilot study where they listened to two types of songs and used
a custom developed biofeedback program to control their breathing pattern to match the
one recorded during listening to the songs.
Coherencies between EEG, breathing pattern and RR intervals (RRI) were
calculated to study the interaction with neural responses. Trends in HRV varied only during
listening to songs, suggesting that autonomic response was affected by listening to songs
irrespective of control of breathing. Effective coherence during songs while spontaneously
breathing was more than during silence and during control of breathing. These results,
although preliminary, suggest that listening to songs as well as change in breathing patterns
changes the autonomic response but the effect of listening to songs may surpass the effect
of changes in breathing.
We explored feasibility of using non-contact measurements of HR and breathing
rate (BR) by using recently developed Facemesh and other methods for tracking regions of
interests from videos of faces of subjects. Performance was better for BR than HR, and
over currently used methods. However, refinement of the approach would be needed to get
the precision required for detecting subtle changes.
KEYWORDS: Non-contact measurement, autonomic responses, Control of breathing,
EEG, audio, songs
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Songs are known to have palliative effects. It is known that listening to songs affect
autonomic parameters such as HRV and breathing pattern. Studies have also shown that
change in breathing pattern also affects HRV[1], [2]. Because of this reason, it is not yet
clear in terms of the cause of the changes in autonomic parameters during listening to
songs. Figure 1-1 (a) shows a schematic of the possible role of breathing pattern in
mechanisms of autonomic responses while to listening to songs. To further investigate the
role of breathing pattern in the autonomic responses observed while listening to songs, we
proposed an experiment involving control of breathing patterns. Because of the possibility
that the act of control of breathing patterns might also affect the autonomic responses, the
study was designed, as shown in the schematic in Figure 1-1 (b), to investigate the effect
of control of breathing pattern in comparison to the effect of listening to songs by subdividing each song trials (when subjects listen to songs and/or controlling breathing pattern
recorded during listening to songs) into three sub-trials. The sub-trials include listening to
songs while breathing spontaneously while the breathing pattern was recorded using the
program, followed by not listening to songs and controlling breathing pattern to the
recorded breathing pattern, followed by listening to songs while controlling the breathing
pattern. The expectation was that the inter-comparison of the physiological parameters
calculated during the mentioned trials would help in exploring answers to the questions
related to whether control of breathing pattern influence on autonomic responses is less
than the influence due to listening to songs. We hypothesized that such experiment would
be helpful in minimizing the confound of changes in the breathing pattern that also occur
while listening to music [1], [3]. Towards this goal, we implemented a visual-feedback
based program using a LabVIEW environment for ease of control of breathing. The
implementation and testing of the program were conducted using test cases as described in
section 3.4.2. This study was primarily designed to determine whether change of breathing
is the cause of change in autonomic parameters (HR and HRV) while listening to songs or
it is a co-symptom or change of breathing along with listening to songs causes changes in
autonomic parameters. We also explored any possible changes in neurological responses,
as seen in EEGs, during listening to songs and when control of breathing was used to make
1

breathing pattern to match that observed during listening to songs. The similarity between
changes in EEG and breathing pattern or RR interval (RRI) was calculated to study the

Figure 1-1: Schematic representation of the possible role of breathing in autonomic responses while listening to
songs (a) and the study design using control of breathing pattern (b)

interaction of breathing patterns and HR variation with neural responses.
Due to known effect of listening to songs on autonomic responses, in many hospitals
and rehabilitation places music therapy is used. However, there is no standardized therapy
based on songs. The reason could be that the mechanism of the effect on cardiovascular
and neurological health is unknown. To explore the mechanism, we proposed using control
of breathing to isolate the effect of listening to song on autonomic and neural responses
while the breathing pattern is same throughout the song trials. The act of control of
breathing may also have effect on autonomic and neural responses. Hence study was
designed in order to isolate the effect of listening to song from that due to changes in
breathing pattern.
The non-contact measurement approach was tested during listening to songs and
control of breathing experiments to study the performance of non-contact measurement in
the environment where stimuli are not expected to cause moderate to large changes in
autonomic responses like what happens during other stimuli such as physical activities[4]–
[6].
Various stimuli such as audio, video, smell, taste and touch have measurable effects
on HR, HRV, BR and breathing rate variability (BRV) like vital measurements [7]–[12].
The research including the aforementioned stimuli includes calculation of HR, HRV,
breathing rate and breathing pattern variability. There are certain stimuli that cause
significant variation in HR, HRV, BR and BRV and others cause comparatively smaller
variation in these physiological parameters. For example, where active singing could
2

change the physiological parameters significantly, the effect of listening to songs on
autonomic and neural responses is not as drastic as prior. Most studies involving human
subjects and calculation of HR, HRV, BR and BRV use contact or tethered devices for data
acquisition. Contact measurement systems are not portable because of their weight and
might need continuous external power source. Use of contact measurement may limit the
mobility of the subjects due to the length of the wires and aforementioned physical
restrictions. Connected multiple equipment to the body through wires could also make the
subject conscious of the environment which in turn may affect the study of the effects of
stimuli causing minute changes in physiological parameters or where the effects can be
complex. For example, during our prior studies, subjects were sitting on a chair for around
1-2 hours. Because they were connected to the contact measurement devices if they wanted
to take a break, then we had to disconnect the wires for the devices and connect them all
back again when they are ready. Then as the positioning of the contact measurement
devices could be changed, we had to repeat the calibration to get accurate results which
could increase the time of study and repetition of events might affect the data. Even though
the subjects did not feel any discomfort, this process added more time to the experiment,
made the protocol less automated and had possibility to make the subject more conscious
of the study environment. Due to above reasons we wanted to test the possibility of using
non-contact measurement; which is widely investigated in a variety of settings due to the
above stated potential advantages. For these reasons, a method to develop a non-contact
measurement of heart rate (HR) and breathing rate (BR) is proposed. In the developed
system the areas of framework of non-contact measurement where improvement could be
done to increase the accuracy were identified which include region of interest (ROI)
detection and tracking, useful color channel derived from the RGB frame of the collected
frames and filtering on the extracted color channel. ROI detection and tracking as well as
color channels were studied in detail followed by calculation of HR and BR. In the
proposed system to find the best method in terms of efficiency and accuracy, two widely
used ROI detection and tracking methods (Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) and 68-point
facial landmark system) were compared against newly developed Facemesh technique
which is a 3D facial landmark system based on deep learning concept developed by
MediaPipe of Google Research which was developed for implementation of AR
3

(augmented reality) media features [13]. Furthermore, two-step ROI selection, detection
and tracking were used for a comparison between the aforementioned three methods and
for accurate non-contact measurement. There has been an interest among researchers to
find the best color channel and face location to use for accurate non-contact measurement.
For this reason, the comparison between more widely used signals which are proven to be
the effective channel to use for non-contact measurement (raw green channel, average of
RGB individual frames and plane orthogonal skin (POS)) were conducted. Most of the
studies have suggested that cheeks and forehead are the viable regions for implementing
non-contact measurement. We did a granular level comparison between the skin of the
cheeks (left and right), forehead and whole face to find the best location to consider in our
case. While exploring ways to find best location to extract HR and BR, we also attempted
to study the viability of lips region which contains glabrous skin which is different from
any other region on the face in comparison to cheeks in terms of HR and BR calculation
using 68-point landmark technique. Different types of filters were evaluated to denoise and
preprocess the signals followed by calculation of HR and BR. The purpose of finding the
robust workflow was done to assist any future development in this area. After successful
completion of the designed workflow using the most robust (in our case) signal processing
algorithm, we called the HR and BR as non-contact HR and BR which was compared to
the contact HR and BR. Statistical comparison between non-contact HR and BR against
contact HR and BR was conducted. The results of comparison for all the subjects among
all the trials are shown in 5.1.3.
To summarize this dissertation, it has two specific aims. Those are,
Does change in breathing pattern that is observed while listening to songs by itself
change autonomic response, or listening to songs changes the autonomic response and
changes in breathing pattern are a co-symptom, or controlling the breathing pattern and
also listening to songs produces responses that are different than just listening to songs or
controlling breathing pattern but not listening to songs? To find the answer to the
aforementioned question, a visual feedback based breathing follower program was
developed using LabVIEW and tested in order to implement control of breathing to the
breathing pattern recorded during listening to songs. During the trials ECG, breathing
pattern, EEG (locations: F3, F4, T3, T4, P3, P4, O1, O2) were recorded. From the collected
4

data the parameters calculated were HRV, HR and BR. From HRV high-frequency power
(HF), low-frequency power (LF) and HF/LF power ratio were calculated. Coherence
between RRI and breathing pattern, RRI and EEG signals and breathing pattern with EEG
signals were calculated to find the interaction between aforementioned signals. EEG signal
was used to study the variation in neurological response due to listening to songs and
control of breathing patterns. From the calculated parameters the similarity between
spontaneous breathing (without intention of control) and control of breathing (controlling
the breathing to spontaneous breathing pattern) trials while listening to and not listening to
songs was investigated to help us determine whether the autonomic effect seen due to the
act of control of breathing is of lesser extent than what is seen during listening to songs.
The non-contact measurement system developed was tested in these experiments to
determine its performance in a research environment with listening to songs and control of
breathing pattern as stimuli.
There are several instances where investigation of the effects of stimuli on
physiological responses are expected to be subtle, such as effects of listening to songs on
autonomic function. Use of contact measurement in such studies not only limits mobility
but connecting equipment via tethers could also make the subject conscious of the
environment which in turn may affect the results of studies where the effects of stimuli are
expected to produce subtle changes in physiological parameters. Due to above reasons we
wanted to test the feasibility of using non-contact measurement of HR and BR in our
experimental setting as these measurements are used in a wide range of similar types of
studies.
The goal of this aim was to test the performance of non-contact measurement in a
research environment during studies including stimuli causing comparatively low
magnitude change in autonomic response than physical activities like stimuli.
Towards the goal, a system using RGB camera, image and signal processing
approach was implemented that worked with varying skin color, in ambient light and in
the presence of some movement of the subjects. A recently developed Facemesh method
and other widely used methods were used for tracking regions of interests for HR and
breathing rate (BR) extraction using videos of the face of the subject.

5

CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
2.1

Role of breathing in effects of music
There has been considerable interest in the cardiovascular, breathing pattern, and

neurophysiological effects of listening to songs, including the brain areas involved, which
appear to be similar to those involved in arousal [11], [14]. Responses to songs appear to
have a “moving” effect on body and mind,[15]–[17] which suggests individual reactions
to songs that are dependent on individual preferences, mood, or emotion. The study[3] by
Bernardi et al. showed consistent cardiovascular and breathing responses to songs with
different styles (raga/techno/classical) in whom arousal was related to the tempo which
was confirmed by the same group in the study [18]. Bernardi et al. has also studied the
effect of listening to different rhythms of songs in these studies [18]–[20]. In publication
[21] we have shown the effect of listening to fast and slow rhythm songs on HR, BR and
baroreflex sensitivity. Our group has studied the interaction between songs and brain in
these studies[22]–[24]. The study by Bernardi et al.[3] also suggests that listening to songs
helps in prolonging the exercise time by elevating the tolerance of pain by distracting from
pain. Bringman et al. [25] have shown the application of relaxing songs before the
commencement of surgery as a calming down agent, Koelsch et al. [12] have shown the
effect of songs on the cardiovascular system. Trappe [26], [27] has shown that songs has
an effect on cardiovascular health and hence songs has gained application in intensive care.
Due to known effect of songs on autonomic responses, in many hospitals as well as
rehabilitation places music therapy is being used. However, there is no standardized
therapy based on the different properties of the songs. The reason could be that the pathway
of the effect of listening to songs is unknown. However, studies showing the effect of
properties of songs (tempo, pitch and harmony) on cardiovascular and neurological health
have helped to narrow down the areas to consider as possible pathways for how the effects
come about[17], [18], [28].
Cardiovascular and neurological health is also affected by change in breathing
pattern. Bernardi et al. [20] have shown that yoga which is a form of controlling breathing,
has an effect on cardiovascular rhythm. The same group has also published a review of
studies that have shown that change in breathing pattern is a powerful modulator of HRV
6

and baroreflex sensitivity [29]. Manipulation of breathing patterns may provide beneficial
effects not only on ventilatory efficiency but also of cardiovascular and breathing control
in physiologic and pathologic conditions such as chronic heart failure[29]. The same study
has suggested the possibility of application of breathing pattern modification in the
modulation of cardiovascular rhythm and opens a new area of future research in the better
management of patients with cardiovascular autonomic dysfunction.
The study by Bernardi et al. [3] showed consistent cardiovascular and respiratory
responses to songs with different styles (raga/techno/classical) in most subjects, in whom
arousal was related to tempo and was associated with faster breathing. The studies by
Bernardi et al. have suggested that respiration is a powerful modulator of HRV, and
baroreflex sensitivity (BRS). These studies suggest that respiration could be an
intermediate link between listening to songs and modulation of cardiovascular rhythm.
However, whether this is the case has been not directly tested till now. There have been
many studies related to studying effects of songs on cardiovascular system. Those studies
include the task such as playing songs, singing, listening to songs or any tone and listening
to songs before or after any activity. These studies were designed mainly to study the effect
of songs from many directions. However, no study has explored the role and the relation
between listening to songs and changes in breathing pattern in producing cardio rhythmic
effect.
One of the reasons for lack of studies could be, the complex structure of songs or
multiple properties of songs such as pitch, harmonics, tempo and bass causing different
sensations and effects. Another reason could be finding the relation between listening to
songs and changes in breathing pattern makes the study even more complex. However, the
benefit of such study can’t be ignored which is studying the relation between songs and
change in breathing pattern in affecting cardiovascular health can open the opportunity to
better manage the use of these adjuvant therapies in health of patients with cardiovascular
disorders with a simplified treatment. To achieve this long-term goal, studies that are
designed to address a subset of a complex problem i.e., to find the relation between
listening to songs and change in breathing pattern in producing automatically mediated
cardiovascular rhythmic changes are necessary.

7

The above stated reasons provided the motivation behind the design of the study to
investigate the effect of listening to songs and the role of changes in breathing pattern by
designing and using a visual feedback based program to control breathing.
As described before studies have shown that listening to songs change autonomic
responses, listening to songs also change breathing pattern which also changes autonomic
responses which suggests that listening to songs could be triggering the changes in
breathing pattern which in turn changes the autonomic responses. One possible way to
achieve the goal of investigating whether this later is a mechanism would be to make the
breathing pattern during listening to songs and not listening to songs as similar as possible
followed by studying the changes in autonomic responses. However, the act of control of
breathing itself can have an effect on autonomic response [1]. For this reason, we proposed
each song trial consisting of three sub-trials. Among the three sub-trials, the first one was
to listen to songs while we record the breathing pattern signal followed by not listening to
song while controlling the breathing to the previously recorded breathing pattern followed
by listening to songs while controlling the breathing pattern. To the best of our knowledge
such investigation where the implementation of control of breathing was used while
subjects listened to songs of fast and slow rhythm has never been conducted before. The
details of the study design are discussed in section 3.2.
In order to get a more broader and insight into the effects of listening to songs on
automatically mediated changes in cardiovascular rhythms and in breathing pattern,
changes in electrical signals from the brain are also important to study which may permit
analysis of the multifaceted effects. Many studies have shown the effect of listening to
songs on EEG signals [16], [23], [28]. In previous studies, conducted in our laboratory we
have explored the effects of slow song, fast song and favorite song of the subject on
different frequency bands of EEG and observed an overall increase in coherencies among
EEGs [22]–[24]. We also investigated the effects of known and unknown songs, and
different bands of songs such as soprano, mezzo-soprano and high-frequency bands on
different bands of EEGs through use of coherence between EEGs [30]. There are many
studies which have suggested effects on brain signals due to tasks such as viewing positive
and negative emotion images, listening to songs, singing, solving mathematical problem
and other tasks to study the neurological engagement and cognition [8], [9], [31]–[33].
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However, to best of our knowledge, no study utilized control of breathing task to
investigate the effect of listening to songs and of control of breathing on EEG signals.
Therefore, in this study, we have explored the effect of control of breathing on EEG bands
and the interaction of respiratory changes and those in heart rate with EEG. The details of
the analysis and methods can be found in section 3.3.
2.2

Non-contact measurement
During the last 15-20 years there has been substantial research interest in the field of

development and implementation of non-contact measurement for HR and BR. Due to the
physical limitation of contact measurement, non-contact measurement has attracted many
researchers. Researchers have attempted to understand and improve non-contact
measurement by proposing widely used models, workflows and techniques [34],
instruments for video acquisition or by implementing non-contact measurement in various
experimental conditions. Where there have been so many advancements in this field, the
most relevant studies which inspired the infrastructure or framework development for noncontact measurement are described below.
Harford et. al [35] have conducted a systematic review of the current availability and
performance of non-contact measurement in measuring physiological parameters such as
HR, BR and other vital signs. The review [35] has considered 161 articles out of more than
30,000 articles published in the field of non-contact measurement of vital signs. The
authors of the review have included studies comparing video-based HR, BR and other
vitals monitoring methods against one or more validated reference/ground truth device(s).
The studies related to the non-contact measurement of vital signs have used a common
framework as described by the investigator [34]. The generalized workflow of non-contact
measurement of HR and BR consists of but not limited to the steps and methods shown in
the framework by the investigator [34]. For different experiment environments based on
illumination, in-door/outdoor, skin-color of the subjects, specification of camera and
properties of the video and resolution requirement of non-contact measurement may
change the choice of the combination of methods to be used to design the workflow [34].
The first step for collection of data was to find a suitable video camera. Some of the
studies have used specific types of cameras such as infrared camera, long-range camera
[36], [37] and multimodal imaging[38]. Some of the studies have used more than one
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camera [39]–[41]. Studies[42], [43] have used multiple cameras from the same subtype
(e.g. smartphones or webcams) to show utilization of software/algorithm across different
platforms [43]–[47]. The use of specific types of cameras such as IR camera and five color
cameras like complex and delicate cameras increases the cost of the system than a normal
camera. Implementation of five colors and similar camera increases the complexity of
image analysis. As our goal was to explore the utility of a simpler image analysis based
non-contact measurement system, we used RGB digital camera.
Several studies have used a frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps) or less [48]–
[50]. Lower frame rates were used in a larger proportion of BR and SpO2 measurement
studies rather than those measuring HR or blood pressure (BP) [50]–[52]. The highest
frame rates were used for studies monitoring BP (140 fps) by Sugita et al. [52] and 420 fps
by Jeong and Finkelstein [51]. However, there are published studies that have shown
acceptable results for estimation for non-contact HR with frame rates of 30 fps [53]–[56].
As our study included extraction of HR and BR using a simpler framework satisfying the
frame rate requirements of both HR and BR, the videos were collected at 30 fps.
The most common reference device used by studies depended on the physiological
parameter of interest. The most used reference devices were ECG (electrocardiograph) and
peripheral PPG (photo-plethysmograph). Where PPG monitoring has the advantage of
being able to estimate both HR and BR simultaneously, accuracy might be lower than the
HR estimated from ECG and BR estimated from respiratory measurement using
commercially available chest strap monitors. For example, Al-Naji et al. [57] have used
respiratory belt transducers and Capdevila et al. [58] and Cheatham et al. [59] have used
polar belt monitors. Studies using chest strap monitor and non-contact measurement of BR
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Figure 2-1: Figure showing the experimental set-up (created in Biorender.com)

have shown a good correlation between contact and non-contact measured BR. For our
study we used ECG for contact HR and respitrace device with respiratory belts (chest and
abdominal) to calculate BR to be used as references for non-contact HR and BR.
While working with images for extraction of vital signs, the distance of measurement
can also be a factor affecting the feasibility of the analysis. Studies have focused on near
monitoring with the skin-to-camera distance between 0.5 and 2.5 m [55], [56]. Studies have
shown satisfactory extraction of HR and BR from distances i.e., between 1 and 2.5 m for
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the collection of videos of the faces of the subjects. Studies have reported performance of
Video collection
and pre-processing

ROI selection

• Collection of video using RGB digital camera
(Sony).Alignment of video to other signals
• Alignment of video to other signals
• Implement cropping the facial location and implement
tracking to reduce movement with respect to the frame
and save the cropped frames into a video.

• Use the video containing mostly the face region and read

and process each frame

• Face, Cheeks, Lips (as a side study), Forehead

ROI detection and
tracking

• Implement popular ROI detection and tracking algorithm
on each frame and comparison of performance
• KLT (python), 68 point facial landmark (python),
Facemesh (java script to save landmark location on a text
file)

Extraction of ROIs
accurately and
automatically

• Extract ROIs using extracted landmarks.
• Facial alignment to correct vertical rotation of face

Skin extraction

Calculation of raw
and derived color
channels

Pre-processing

Post-processing

• HSV thresholding
• Masking
• Elliptical filtering
• Outlier rejection

• Green (time series of spatial average of green
frame)Average (average of spatial average of green, red
and blue frames)
• Average (average of spatial average of green, red and
blue frames)
• POS
• NormalizationDetrending
• Detrending
• Moving-average
• Median filtering
• Band-pass filtering

• FFT
• Lomb-Scargle periodogram band-pass filtering
• Band-pass filtering for HR and BR individually
(Butterworth filter).

Figure 2-2: Schema listing the methods and techniques explored and implemented for extraction of HR and BR from the
video of the faces of the subjects
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non-contact measurement algorithms from camera distance above 2.5 m, with the longest
distance monitoring being 50 m away from subjects [55], [59]–[64]. In our study the
purpose was to study the feasibility of non-contact measurement in an environment where
studies such as those exploring effects of music would be conducted. Hence the video
camera was situated between 0.75 to 1.5 m from the subject, depending on the subject’s
sitting location from the video camera and in a manner that would be enough to capture the
face of the subject without restricting the natural motion by the subject during trials. As
our study included a task that uses a computer monitor, ECG, respiratory and EEG
measurements, as shown in Figure 2-1 the video camera was attached on top of the monitor
for better organizability in using the space.
As mentioned in a review [66], the two source signals which are widely used for
extracting HR and BR from the video of the subjects are photoplethysmography and
ballistocardiography. Ballistocardiography is a method for measuring the heart rate by
estimating the motion generated by the pumping of blood from the heart at each cardiac
cycle. It is one of many methods that rely on the mechanical motion of the cardiovascular
systems, such as apex cardiography, kinetocardiograph, phonocardiograph, and
seismocardiography [66]. The physiological concept behind this method is that involuntary
head movement is caused by blood flow from the heart to the head. At each cardiac cycle,
when the heart beats, the left ventricle contracts and ejects blood at a high pressure to the
aortic arch. This flow of blood at each cycle passes through the carotid arteries on either
side of the neck, generating a force on the head. Therefore, by Newton’s 3rd law of force,
this force created by the blood flow on the head matches the force of the head acting on the
blood flow causing reactionary cyclical head movement. This head movement is too small
to be noticed by the naked eye. However, the work presented by Balakrishnan et al. [67],
by using video amplification, showed that the head moves periodically to the motion of the
heart rate although with a smaller amplitude. Hence this method is highly influenced by
the subject’s involuntary movements. The ballistocardiography-based approach is
advantageous in terms of being least affected by variation in external illumination when
the subjects have minimal movement (for example in sleeping position). However, this
method is highly dependent on motion due to cyclic blood flow to estimate source signal
and highly influenced by natural motion of the subject which is a major drawback of this
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method. The most used ballistocardiography extraction methods involve the subject to lay
on a plane bed or sitting on a chair with minimal voluntary and involuntary movement [68].
Our goal was to extract HR and BR from the video of the faces of the subjects in normal
research conditions. Therefore, our experimental condition would include comparatively
more motion due to the expected voluntary and involuntary motion of the subject during
the trials. That is why we did not consider ballistocardiography-based method in our
analysis.
The concept behind plethysmography relies upon the absorption of light by blood
cells. As the movement of blood in blood vessels follows a rhythmic motion, the light
absorption depends on the amount of blood flowing through the blood vessels[34]. In
photo-plethysmograph varying amounts of light reflected is caught on the photodetector,
which produces the signal called photo-plethysmograph (PPG), which contains
information about HR and BR. It is thought that incident light gets absorbed by blood cells
in blood vessels and also gets reflected through different layers of the skin producing the
signal [66]. However, some investigators suggest that the pulsating PPG signal is produced
due to the reflection of scattered light from cell layers and blood capillaries [69]. Even
though for our purpose, the photoplethysmography source signal is better than
ballistocardiography, it is important to note that PPG extraction from video is influenced
by external illumination variation and skin color-like factors. That’s why it was necessary
to build an analysis workflow least affected by the factors affecting the performance of
photoplethysmography such as skin color and external illumination variation.
In many studies the light conditions were controlled by adding incident light or using
different wavelength cameras such as near infra-red (NIR) [50], [70]–[72]. As our goal was
to study the feasibility of non-contact measurement of HR and BR in an environment such
as that where studies which investigate effects of music are conducted the light conditions
were not changed from the ambient light in the laboratory. Hence in our study RGB camera
under ambient lighting was used.
Concept behind the PPG relies on light reflection by blood cells. Different location
on face may absorb and reflect light differently. Hence, it was important to explore face
locations to find the best possible location for calculation of HR and BR. Different regions
of skin including face, neck, upper limb and thorax have been used for clinical monitoring.
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Most studies focused on information from skin of the face and neck. HR monitoring was
achievable using distance PPG from the face and neck, limbs, and chest. BR studies using
visible spectrum cameras used oscillatory chest wall movement [63], [73]–[84]. The BR
studies using infrared spectrum cameras also utilized temperature variation in the nasal
area[38], [61], [76], [83]–[97]. Poh et al. [55], initially proposed modification on the
selection of ROI from a selection of full-face to an ROI of 60% of the width of the full face
and full height. Lewandowska et al. [98], and Scalise et al. [99], proposed to select the ROI
on the forehead region of the face (i.e. 40% width and 30% height of the full face). Aarts
et al. [100], in a pilot study, to monitor the heart rate of infants, used an ROI on the cheek
region of the infant’s face. Mestha et al. [101] and Lam et al. [102], [103] conducted studies
in which the authors used facial landmark fitting algorithm [104] to extract the ROI. The
later author used random patches from the landmarks in the facial region. Yong-Poh et al.
[55], used an ROI below the eye line with a fixed percentage of height and width, that cover
the skin region within the nose and cheeks. McDuff et al. [105], proposed an ROI selection
similar to [106] where the eye region was excluded using facial landmarks. Feng et al.
[107], proposed a trapezoidal ROI with 50% and 40% width, and 58% height, that covers
facial skin region within the low forehead, cheeks, and upper lips. The ROI selection by
Poh et al. was modified to exclude non-facial regions that would affect the strength of the
PPG signal [55]. The selection of ROI within the facial parts of the cheek, lips and chin,
were based on physiological information of the human anatomy based on microvascular
tissue bed [34]. These skin regions shown in the article comprise a higher proportion of
capillaries that would generate greater signal strength due to the higher absorption of light
compared to others in regions of the face [34]. However, researchers have selected the
forehead region that consists of a lesser proportion of capillaries underneath the skin. This
is because the forehead is less prone to muscle movements compared to other areas of the
face [34]. Muscle movements within the face would constitute to weaken the PPG signal
strength by adding noise in the form of motion artifacts. As stated in the literature, the eye
region was excluded from the ROI since the eye does not consist pulsatile component
related to blood volume change and also, blinking of the eye would result in motion
artifacts that would weaken the PPG signal [34]. Extracting PPG signal from multiple ROI
has been shown to improve the overall signal strength using comparative [92], [108] and
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stochastic approaches [103]. As these studies have shown that the good skin source could
be face, cheeks and forehead [104]–[106], we considered these locations in our study. The
information mentioned above also suggests that in addition to cheeks for measurement of
non-contact HR and BR measurement, one could use lips as well. Because, the facial artery,
which is a branch of the external carotid artery, perfuses the lips, supporting the use of lips
for this purpose. Further, the innervation of the glabrous skin (thin and smooth skin) of the
lips is different than that for other regions of the face, because of which there may be some
advantages in making these measurements from the lips as well. Apart from this fact many
blood capillaries also lie underneath the skin of lips which suggests that it could be a
physiologically viable region for extraction of HR and BR. Hence to investigate the
viability of lips in finding non-contact HR and BR we conducted a comparison between
lips and cheeks during the pilot study [109].
Different studies have shown that non-contact measurement is feasible for different
lengths of trials. In our study, as the goal was to test the feasibility of non-contact
measurement in a study environment which includes listening to music, therefore the time
of recording was kept the same as contact measurement duration which was 3 minutes for
each trial (except one subject for 2 minutes).
Several authors stated that the ease of vital signs detection from skin using visible
spectrum cameras can vary depending on the skin color (Haan and Jeanne [110], Wang et
al. [111]). As our goal was to build and test non-contact measurement model feasible for
human studies, it was important to come up with experiment conditions and data analysis
techniques fit for a range of different skin color. Individuals who participated in our study
had skin tones that ranged from light to dark brown. The study from collecting data to
extracting HR and BR was optimized for the skin colors mentioned before.
As described before, the tethered devices could make the subjects conscious of their
environment. Hence using non-contact measurement could prove to be advantageous. In
studies that use stimuli such as listening to songs, the expected changes in HR and BR are
minimal than that observed during physical stimuli such as exercise. Therefore, a noncontact measurement approach has the potential to be valuable in these studies as
awareness of tethered devices may potentially obscure some of the subtle effects of such
stimuli. In this study we assessed the feasibility of non-contact measurement of HR and
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BR by comparing the non-contact measurement against contact measurement during
different trials.
As described before, the concept behind plethysmography relies upon the absorption
of light by blood cells. As the movement of blood in blood vessels follows a rhythmic
motion, the light absorption depends on the amount of blood flowing through the blood
vessels. In a photo-plethysmograph, varying amounts of light reflected is caught on the
photodetector, which produces PPG, which contains information about HR and BR. It is
described before that incident light gets absorbed by blood cells in blood vessels and also
gets reflected through different layers of the skin (stratum corneum, epidermis, and dermis)
producing the signal [66]. There are studies regarding non-contact measurement in
different test cases involving stimuli such as exercise and stress [56], [112]–[120].
Different type of stimulus causes the different magnitude of changes in HR and BR. For
example, high-intensity exercises can elevate the HR to 140-160 BPM which is
approximately double of resting HR for subjects of age 18-35. Similarly, BR also increases
by approximately 9-12 bpm than resting BR for subjects of age 18-35. Even though studies
have shown that activities like listening to songs influences HR and BR the magnitude of
the change is not as high as that during the high intensity activities. The challenges in
detecting HR and BR, especially in setting of modest to small expected changes could be
different skin color, minute changes in HR and BR, and ambient lighting conditions. Skin
color is an important factor to focus on as the difficulty in extracting the information based
on variation in blood flow volume is influenced by skin color. This means that the detection
of change in skin color would be easier for lighter skin tone and more difficult in case of
darker skin tone.
The above stated reasons were the factors that motivated the design of a workflow
starting from choosing facial location and tracking to HR and BR calculation by addressing
the following three challenges.
1. Reduce motion artifact to get a reliable source signal containing blood flow
information.
2. Minimize effect due to external illumination variation and various skin color
affecting various HR and BR extraction methods.
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The built workflow which would address aforementioned challenges is explained in
detail in section 5.1.
It was recognized that the tasks causing minute changes in HR and BR could make
it difficult to implement non-contact measurement. However, testing the non-contact
measurement system during such tasks was necessary for advancement of the non-contact
measurement.
There are studies which have been designed to test the feasibility of non-contact
measurement in a clinical environment, subjects of different ages, animal subjects and
during tasks causing relatively larger changes in HR and BR [94], [97], [121]–[123].
However, very few studies have been conducted to test the feasibility of non-contact
measurement in a research setting designed for a study focusing on responses while
listening to songs and controlling the breathing pattern. Control of breathing is designed in
a way that if a subject does a good job of following the recorded breathing pattern, the BR
of controlled breathing trial would be same as the recorded breathing pattern that was
followed.
PPG signals extracted from facial features are affected by motion artifacts caused by
rigid and non-rigid movement of the face and body. Motion artifacts resulting from the
rigid movement are due to the change of head orientation or by a change in posture of the
body. Motion artifacts caused by the non-rigid movement are due to movements of the
face, often caused by expressing facial emotions such as: smiling, yawning and talking.
Rigid and non-rigid movement of the face and body creates a change in the illumination
on the skin, which results in fluctuation of color intensity values in the region of interest
(ROI). Therefore, these movements, generate motion artifacts in PPG signal. This artifact
causes the signal to drift from the baseline and attenuate the information present in the
signal. The majority of the research has focused on contributing to eliminating the effect
caused by motion artifacts. Researchers have treated the issue of motion artifact removal
as a blind source separation problem. Initially, Poh et al. [55], [106], applied independent
component analysis to separate the source signal from the raw signals which were
contaminated by motion artifacts. Lewandowska et al. [98], also treated the motion artifacts
removal as a blind source separation problem and applied principal component analysis
(PCA) to extract the PPG signal. Following this direction, many investigators have
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proposed methods using independent component analysis (ICA) [56], [124]–[128], PCA
[99], fast ICA [40], [100] and robust ICA [129]. Each of the methods mentioned above
used either ICA or PCA to extract the source signal from the raw signals. Monkaresi et al.
[130] proposed to improve the motion artifact removal method involving ICA and machine
learning approach to extract the HR. Here the idea was to automate the component selection
processes by selecting the best corresponding heart rate. Li et al. [92], proposed a two-step
approach to nullify the effect caused by the motion artifacts. The authors employed the
KLT (Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi) tracking algorithm to track through the ROI within
consecutive frames to minimize the loss of ROI, which causes loss of samples in the signal.
Further, the motion artifacts were eliminated by separating the PPG signal into segments
and eliminating the segments with the highest standard deviation/fluctuation. Lam et al.
[103], proposed an approach using facial landmarks. Seventeen facial landmarks that were
less prone to non-rigid motion variance were selected. The authors used 41 × 41 pixel
patches on each side of the face and extracted PPG signal and decomposed it using ICA.
The ICA component was selected using a majority voting scheme to eliminate the motion
artifacts and to estimate an accurate heart rate [103]. Feng et al. [107], proposed an adaptive
green and red differentiation operation to remove motion artifacts of the PPG signal. The
adaptive green and red differentiation operated based on raw traces that were extracted
from the ROI. The difference between the green and the red signals was extracted because
the green signal contains information related to the variation in blood volume in the
capillaries. Whereas, the red signal contains information related to muscle movements in
the face [34], [131]. Wang et al. [111] proposed a motion robust PPG estimation module,
by compensating the rigid and non-rigid movement of the ROI. In general, investigators
have proposed to overcome the motion artifact problem caused by motion variance as a
blind source separation (BSS) problem solving or an adaptive filtering/pruning approach.
BSS based motion artifact compensation approach raise the issue of component selection
and autonomous heart rate estimation, whereas, the filtering/pruning approaches raise the
issue of over compensation/under compensation. The recent direction of motion artifact
compensation has evolved in the direction of adaptive matrix computation approach and
BSS approach [55], [127], [132]. Most of the studies which have attempted developing
ways to mitigate motion artifact, have conducted the studies focusing on working of the
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algorithm or the non-contact measurement. However, these types of motion artifact
correction methods can’t be standardized across different types of application or
experimental condition as is. Rather the methods would need modification in research
design to fit the non-contact measurement to the actual human study. Our goal was to test
the non-contact measurement of HR and BR in research environment where video camera
would only be an addition. We implemented a process that included cropping the facial
location and tracking of the cropped region to reduce account for movement with respect
to the rest of the frame and saving the cropped frames into a video to be used in next step.
This step would also reduce the influence of background which was occupying more than
50% of the frame in most of the frames. This method makes sure that the facial location is
fully within the frame. Details about this process can be found in section 5.1.
To select the ROI automatically it was necessary to find the best technique to detect
and track the ROI. For ROI detection, Paul Viola and Michael Jones [133] developed
algorithm known as Viola Jones algorithm can be considered to be the base for multiple
object detection algorithms that are in use today. This algorithm is based on Haar-like
feature selection, AdaBoost training and cascade classification. The process of tracking the
ROI over different frames of video, is referred to as image registration or object tracking.
For object tracking, Kanade, Lucas and Tomasi [134], [135] have designed an algorithm
which is widely used for tracking detected ROI or objects [134]–[136]. As discussed
before, for the task of ROI detection and tracking, KLT is most widely used among other
techniques. We initially implemented the KLT tracking in MATLAB which was found to
be time-consuming and not as accurate for our proposed approach. The reason being that
in our study the intent was to design a robust and scalable workflow that would be less
dependent on the type of image, background of the subject, skin-color and illumination.
Hence, we explored other possible techniques for tracking. Through review of approaches
reported in the literature it was determined that facial landmark models could also be used
in development of non-contact measurement. The locations of the fiducial facial landmark
points around facial components and facial contour help to capture the rigid and non-rigid
facial deformations due to head movements and facial expressions [137]. These fiducial
landmarks are hence important for various facial analysis tasks. The facial landmark
detection algorithms can be classified into three major categories: holistic methods,
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Constrained Local Model (CLM) methods, and regression-based methods [137]–[139].
They differ in the ways to utilize facial appearance and shape information. The holistic
methods explicitly build models to represent the global facial appearance and shape
information. The CLMs explicitly leverage the global shape model but build the local
appearance models. The regression-based methods implicitly capture facial shape and
appearance information. Regression-based methods include direct regression, cascaded
regression and deep learning-based methods.
The background of the widely used models were studied in detail. The Annotated
Facial Landmark in the Wild (AFLW) database contains about 25K images [140]. The
annotations include up to 21 landmarks based on their visibility. The Labeled face parts in
the wild (LFPW) database contains 1,432 facial images [141]. 29 landmark annotations are
provided by the original database. Re-annotations of 68 facial landmarks for 1,132 training
images and 300 testing images are provided by Sagonas et al. [142]. The Helen database
contains 2,330 high-resolution images with dense 194 facial landmark annotations. Reannotations of 68 landmarks are also provided by [142]. The annotated Faces in the Wild
(AFW) database contains about 205 images with relatively larger pose variations than the
other “in-the-wild” databases. 6 facial landmark annotations are provided by the database,
and re-annotations of 68 landmarks are provided by [142]. The ibug dataset from 300 faces
in the Wild (300-W) database [142]–[144] is the most challenging database so far with
significant variations. It only contains 114 faces of 135 images with annotations of 68
landmarks [142]. Using deep learning on various image datasets, 2D facial landmark model
was developed by A. Bulat et al., C Zafairious et al. and A. Zadeh et al. which is called 68point facial landmark model which is shown to be performing acceptably in many studies
including non-contact measurement of HR and BR [55], [103], [145]–[147]. Hence, while
finding the best method for ROI detection 68-points facial landmark model was identified
as a promising method to consider based on the algorithm and previously reported evidence
of feasibility. However, 2D model performs badly during vertical motion and sometimes
during horizontal motion [148], [149]. The horizontal motion could be corrected by
implementing alignment of the face based on the connecting point between two eyes after
detection of centroids of the eyes which was implemented in our study for 2D facial
landmarks. The vertical motion can’t be corrected by alignment. In some cases, alignment
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may also fail to correct the horizontal motion due to fitting the detected points over a
broader range of pixels. In this case resizing of the image and two-step ROI selection and
tracking were found to address the motion artifact. As the facial landmark detects 68-points
instead of the corner points of the detected ROI as in Viola and Jones with KLT, the facial
landmark detection could be used with or without geometric tracking such as Kalman
filtering and KLT tracking [133]. In case of facial landmarks, the landmarks are detected
on each image [142], [150]. The detection of a series of images as in the case of video can
also be implemented in a similar fashion.
As described before in case of 2D facial landmarks detection, the difficulty in
handling the motion around horizontal axis could be handled through implementation of
3D facial landmark model in tracking the ROI and thus in detecting HR and BR. A
comprehensive review of studies related to the developed 2D and 3D facial landmark
models is available in [148]. As noted by several studies, building 3D facial landmark
model from 2D image dataset is an ill-posed problem [148], [149]. Hence implementing
3D models could be tricky. However, the potential utility of 3D facial landmark model in
the non-contact measurement of HR and BR may surpass the difficulty which motivated
the implementation of 3D facial landmark model and to compare the performance with 2D
facial landmark and widely used viola-jones ROI detection and KLT tracking in our study.
Several studies have attempted the development of 3D facial landmark model from
2D image datasets [151]–[153]. Recently a deep learning 3D facial landmark model named
“Facemesh facial landmark” was developed by google research (Yury Kartinnik et.al)
[154] mainly for the purpose of augmented reality applications i.e., building applications
such as image and video filters on Instagram, Snapchat, and Facebook messenger. Even
though the developed model contains a detection of 468 points which could make the
method memory intensive, the scalability and customizability of this model make the
model unique and applicable for our purpose. The Facemesh model is trained on 30,000
images and evaluated on a set of 1,700 images which suggests that it was trained on enough
cases by the google research team [154]. In our study, due to the presence of a smaller
number of samples in our case and to leverage the model which is trained on a much bigger
dataset, we did not focus on training a new model. Rather we focused on implementing the
developed opensource Facemesh model as is in our workflow. This model was trained on
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resized images of 256x256 pixels. In the future work this model can be improved by
training it for custom size images for better ROI detection for images of different sizes. In
our study we compared the performance between (Viola-Jones and KLT tracking), 68point which is referred in this document as “68-points” and the “Facemesh” model.
The next step in workflow was cleaning the image followed by extracting raw
photoplethysmographic signal from the video. For cleaning of the frames of the video and
extracting skin region, we used HSV (hue, saturation and value) thresholding as studies
have suggested use of HSV thresholding in face detection process is responsible for
reducing the effect due to external illumination [155]–[157]. For extracting raw
photoplethysmographic signal it was necessary to choose the best signal and the color
frame for easier and accurate calculation of HR and BR. Unakafov et al. have shown a
comparison between POS, chrominance based method and raw color signal differences in
the studies [34], [131] and have shown that POS performs better than chrominance based
method which is the parent signal from which POS was derived. Other studies have shown
that raw green signal performs acceptably well [55], [56], [60]. Our selection of signals
was influenced by these previous studies. To find the best signal in our case we conducted
a selection of among raw green signal, POS and average of the green, blue and red signal
extracted from selected ROIs which were face, forehead, left cheek, right cheek and an
average of left and right cheek to find the best performing signal. Results of this analysis
have been reported in [109]. For signal processing of the signals extracted from the images
various studies have used different approaches to extract HR and BR which mostly involve
implementation of moving average filter, band pass filter and adaptive filter as described
by Unakafov et al. [34].
The final step of the process was to validate non-contact HR and BR against contact
HR and BR. Few studies have used only correlation between contact and non-contact
measurement while other studies have used correlation followed by Bland and Altmann
technique [34], [55], [56], [60], [66]. Where correlation analysis shows the linear match
between contact and non-contact measurement, Bland and Altmann's (otherwise known as
Bland-Altmann) plot shows the agreement between average of the two measurements and
difference between measures and the information on outlier measurements. In our study
we used this method to compare the contact and non-contact measurement of HR and BR.
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Part of the results from these studies were reported in a conference proceedings publication
[109].
The aforementioned non-contact measurement workflow was designed to investigate
the feasibility of the non-contact measurement during the research study environment
which is described next.
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CHAPTER 3: ROLE OF RESPIRATION IN EFFECTS OF MUSIC
3.1

Development of the approach
Research shows that the changes in breathing pattern change HR and HRV [1]. Music

is known to have palliative effect [158]. Bernardi et al. [19] have shown that listening to
music changes autonomic parameters such as BR, HR, and HRV. In their study [19] they
also suggested that the cardiovascular parameters may be changed due to the change in
breathing pattern which changes due to the rhythm and speed of the song, however they
did not test this potential link. Kroupi et al. [7] have shown that there is a unidirectional
relation between frontal EEG and respiration when exposed to some audiovisual stimuli.
The main goal of this study was to determine whether the changes in autonomic and EEG
responses that are observed while listening to songs are a direct effect of listening to songs
or if they are (partially) due to the changes in breathing pattern which occurs when listening
to songs. The rationale behind EEG signal analysis with different sub-trials is described in
CHAPTER 1. Towards this goal, a visual-feedback based program to control breathing
patterns was developed so that subjects could voluntarily control their breathing to match
a pattern that was recorded while they were listening to songs. The details of the
development of visual-feedback program are described later. Initially, the thought behind
the study design was to record the breathing pattern when the subject listened to a song
which would be followed by controlling the breathing pattern to that of the recorded one
while not listening to songs. However, since the act of voluntary control of breathing itself
may affect autonomic responses such as HRV[1], the initial study design was modified by
adding one more sub-trial to the initial song sub-trials. During the added sub-trial, the
subjects would be listening to the same song while controlling the breathing pattern that
was recorded previously when they listened to the same song. Below the study design is
described in more detail.
3.2

Study Design
The proposed study’s objective was to find whether changes in breathing pattern that

occur while listening to songs are responsible for the changes in the physiological
parameters (HR and HRV), along with any changes in EEGs or if changes in these are
independently caused by listening to songs. It is possible that the changes are caused by
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both, in that case the expectation was that the study would provide information about the
relative contribution of each pathway. Each trial consisted of three sub-trials. In sub-trial 1
the subject listened to a song during which their breathing patterns (recorded using
respitrace bands around the chest and abdomen) were recorded using a commercial data
acquisition device. Simultaneously, these two signals were also recorded using a custom
program through a USB analog to digital converter (National Instruments). The sum of the
two patterns (chest and abdominal) was used as the target breathing. In sub-trial 2 the
subject was asked to control the breathing pattern to their own breathing pattern/signal that
was recorded when the subject was listening to the song. During this sub-trial, the subjects
were not listening to any song. In sub-trial 3 the subject was asked to control their breathing
pattern to the breathing pattern recorded during sub-trial 1, while the subject was listening
to the same song as in sub-trial 1. To better describe the process, from point forward, the
signal recorded when the subject listens to the song while spontaneously breathing would
be referred to as the ‘target signal,’ and the real-time collected and displayed signal during
the voluntary control of breathing task would be referred to as the ‘controlled signal’. The
trial during which target signal was recorded would be referred to as ‘spontaneous’ and the
trial during which the controlled signal would be recorded would be called ‘control of
breathing’. Figure 3-1 visually represents the sequences of trials and sub-trials followed
during the experiment. A custom program was designed which displayed the target signal
in one color (white) as scrolling from right to left and in a different color (red) the control
signal (which is the breathing pattern of the subject displayed in real-time) scrolling from
left to right both on the same screen. As examples screenshots of what was visible to the
subject during spontaneous breathing and control of breathing are shown in Figure 3-2 and
Figure 3-3 respectively. The subjects were asked to breathe in such a manner that the
controlled signal would overlay the target signal. This way if the subject controlled the
breathing well, then the breathing pattern during listening to songs and not listening to
songs would be nearly the same. Sub-trial 3 would allow investigating the effect of control
of breathing on cardiac regulation while listening to songs. The songs were played in
random order for different subjects and control of breathing sub-trials of song trials were
also randomized for subjects. To make the task further easier for the subjects to follow,
before start of control of breathing trials, the subjects were asked to control their breathing
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pattern according to the 1-2 minutes of recorded spontaneous breathing pattern as a practice
run. This way they were able to follow the task before the actual recording of control of
breathing pattern. The control of breathing program development is described in detail in
section 3.4.1. During the trials, ECG (Biopac), and breathing pattern (Ambulatory
Monitoring; chest and abdominal) were recorded using a commercial data acquisition
device (WINDAQ) and EEG was recorded using OpenBCI. During the study two songs
were used based on the rhythm in beats per minute. Song1 was fast rhythm song and Song2
was slow rhythm song. The order of the songs was randomized for all the subjects.
3.3

Statistical Analysis and Data Analysis
If the observed responses remained approximately similar when compared between

spontaneous breathing (listening to songs) and control of breathing (no song), then it would
indicate that change of breathing pattern entrains HR, HRV and changes in EEG. If the
responses are significantly different between spontaneous breathing and control of
breathing, then that would suggest change of breathing pattern is a separate effect of
listening to songs and not the sole driver of the changes in HR, HRV, and in EEG
parameters.
3.3.1

Calculation of auto-spectrum of RRI (HRV), sum of breathing pattern, BR and
HR
RRI were calculated from ECG from which HRV was computed using Welch’s auto

Figure 3-1: Visual representation of trial sequence showing silence trial followed by song trials where song trials
were randomized

spectrum. Breathing rate was calculated from auto-spectrum of sum of breathing pattern
(sum of chest and abdominal breathing pattern). All the above parameters were calculated
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from contact measurement devices. Details about signal processing algorithm used to
calculate HR and BR is described in section 5.1.3.1.
3.3.2

Calculation of HF, LF power, and HF/LF power ratio
In order to study the sympathovagal balance, from the RRI spectra, high-frequency

(HF) power, low-frequency (LF) power, and HF/LF power ratio were calculated. HF power
was calculated by integrating the RRI auto-spectrum in the frequency range of 0.15 to 0.4
Hz and LF power was calculated in the frequency range of 0.03 to 0.15 Hz [159]. The
HF/LF power was found by calculating the ratio of HF and LF power [159]. The HF/LF

Figure 3-2: Front panel of the program during spontaneous breathing trial while recording target signal (as
visible on the screen in front of the subject).

Figure 3-3: Front panel of the control of breathing program during control of breathing trial (as visible on the
computer screen in front of the subject).
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power ratio reflects the sympathovagal balance only when the respiratory oscillations
remain in the HF band[2].
3.3.3

Coherence analysis
To find the interaction between different signals, coherence (mean squared

coherence) was calculated. Coherence values range between 0-1 and shows the degree of
similarity between two signals, where 0 suggests largely dissimilar signals and 1 suggesting
very similar or nearly identical signals. In this study, the coherencies between a pair of
signals selected from RRI, the sum of breathing patterns and frequency bands/features
extracted from EEG recorded from locations F3, F4, P3, P4, T3, T4, O1 and O2 were
calculated. The combinations were among aforementioned signals which were collected
during different silence and song trials (song1 and song2) as shown in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4: Schematic of coherence analysis showing signals and frequency bands calculated from the raw
signals collected during different trials considered in multiple combinations to calculate total coherence and
effective coherence (coherence above 0.55)
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Figure 3-5: The steps of analysis using coherence and statistics to find relationship between signals during
different trials.

The framework designed for coherence analysis is illustrated as a schematic in Figure
3-5. The figure shows the steps involved during computation of coherencies and statistical
analysis followed in our study. The first step was to calculate coherence between two
signals from sum of breathing patterns, RRI and EEG frequency band during each trial.
Along with finding total coherence, the effective coherence, which was defined as
coherence above 0.55 was calculated. The reason for using the threshold was that we were
also interested in the interaction with the degree of similarity more than 50%. This step
was followed by statistical analysis between the difference between average of total
coherence and average of effective coherence among trials, to find if any trial showed
significant difference between total bandwidth of coherence and effective bandwidth
against another trial.
We also conducted statistical analysis of differences between average of coherence
(total and effective individually) between combination of trials. For example, the average
coherence between sum of breathing patterns during listening to song1 and RRI during
listening to song1 while controlling breathing pattern against average coherence between
sum of breathing patterns during song1 and RRI during control of breathing while not
listening to song1. This step was followed by statistical analysis between relationships
derived using coherence during combinations of trials. For example, the statistical analysis
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between the average difference in coherence between two sets of trial combination with
another two sets of trial combination.
While calculating the coherence above 0.55, some combinations showed non-existence
of coherence above 0.55 which suggested that those combinations have less than 55%
interaction, i.e., suggestive of poor interaction. For the coherence between RRI or sum of
breathing patterns with EEG bands, the total number of non-existing coherence
combinations showing coherence less than 0.55 were determined. This helped in
understanding the strength of the relationship of EEG bands with sum of breathing patterns
and RRI.
3.4

Control of breathing
Control of breathing program was designed such that the subjects could control their

breathing pattern to the recorded breathing pattern. The development was done in
LabVIEW environment and the breathing pattern acquisition was conducted using a USB
analog to digital converter (NI USB 6001). Examples of the program’s front panels are
shown in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3, where Figure 3-2 shows an example of front panel
visible to the subject while recording target signal and Figure 3-3 shows the front panel
visible to the subject while trying to control their breathing pattern to the already recorded
target signal.
In the control of breathing program, the already recorded target signal was shown in
white while the current, i.e., real-time, signal was shown in red which traversed from left
to the middle of the window. The subjects were asked to overlay the red signal on the white
signal. To aid in this purpose, the end of the red signal was indicated by a green dot as
shown in Figure 3-3.
3.4.1

Development of the program
The process of development of the control of breathing program included ideation,

execution, CI (Control interface) and UX (User-experience) planning, designing and
troubleshooting. The above steps helped in deciding the series of actions in backend and
front-end to achieve the goal of the study i.e., subjects being able to control the breathing
pattern effectively and as effortlessly as possible. As described before, to make following
control of breathing task easier for the subjects i.e., to be able to overlay the current
breathing pattern on the recorded one, a green dot was added at the end of the current
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signal. It was felt that, not knowing the duration, i.e., how much time remaining, in realtime could make some subjects feel conscious about time remaining during trial. Hence, as
shown in Figure 3-2 on the front panel a bar showed the percentage of completion of trial,
in terms of duration was added. As the study involves controlling the breathing trial while
listening to songs, hence it was necessary to follow similar timeline to play the song while
controlling the breathing pattern i.e., the song should be played when the control of
breathing task starts i.e., when the recorded target signal reaches the middle of the screen
rather than the initial waiting time when the recorded target signal is travelling from the
right to the middle of the screen. Towards this goal, a modified audio file was created for
control of breathing task while listening to songs. In the aforementioned audio file, silence,
of the duration ame as the duration taken for the recorded signal to play from right to the
middle, was introduced to match the total duration of control of breathing sub-trial. As
shown in Figure 3-6, the developed program contained option to browse audio file,
prename the file in which the target signal and/or control of breathing signal would be
written into as well as reading the file containing target signal. As the program involves
the real-time display of signal along with data acquisition which means this program would
include two different rates (sampling rate for incoming data and display rate on the screen).
Hence it was necessary to synchronize the two rates. The approach used to address this
problem is described in section 3.4.2.
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Figure 3-6: Flow diagram showing the flowchart of actions taken on LabVIEW program during different subtrials showing actual trials (excluding practice trials which occurred before the control of breathing trials)

3.4.2

Testing and synchronization
To test the synchronization between the visual feedback and the collected data the

following factors were considered. (a) Change in frequency and/or amplitude between
target and the displayed signal. (b) Synchronization between breathing pattern recorded by
the commercial data acquisition system and the feedback based control program. And (c)
Synchronization between the start of control of breathing to that of the song for easier
alignment between collected signals.
3.4.2.1 Change in frequency and/or amplitude between target and controlled signal
This test was necessary to check if the frequency remains same throughout the trials
and there was no offset between target and controlled signal.
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Once the control of breathing program was run after the target signal was collected,

•

the video screen was recorded over 2-3, 30 seconds intervals throughout the control
of breathing trial. The aforementioned process was conducted with a square wave
being the input to the USB DAQ (NI USB 6001) and the commercial data
acquisition system (DAS). Different frequencies of the square wave was input to
the program using a function generator. The videos were collected using a phone
camera at 120 fps. This process was followed by extracting frames from the
collected videos.
The synchronization during the beginning of the trial was tested as follows. The

•

delay between the target signal and the controlled signal was set to 30 seconds.
This meant that 30 seconds was the time taken by the target signal (white) to reach
the middle of the screen which showed the end point of the control signal (in red
with green dot at the end). The extracted frames were used to calculate the number
of frames between two events which are, target signal started entering the screen
and target signal reaching the middle of the screen. If the number of frames divided
by 120 fps was 30 seconds, it was concluded that the target signal and control
signal are recorded and displayed at the same sampling rate.
To test the synchronization at any other time duration of the trial, the time needed

•

for completion of one period of square wave each from target and controlled signal
was calculated. If the time duration in terms of number of frames was same, that
showed that the program was not changing display rate and hence frequency over
time during the control of breathing trial.
3.4.2.2 Synchronization between breathing pattern collected using commercial DAS
and USB DAQ
This testing was conducted using target signal and controlled signal recorded using
USB DAQ and commercial DAS individually, which means the recorded signal on USB
DAQ was compared to that of the commercial DAS signal collected during the same trial.
Similarly, the controlled signal recorded during control of breathing to that of the signal
recorded on commercial DAS during the same trial. Figure 3-6 shows the algorithm or flow
diagram showing steps taken on LabVIEW to acquire, display and compute during the
study.
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Figure 3-6 shows that, to conduct the test the following method was used. The
breathing patterns collected simultaneously using the two data acquisition systems (USB
DAQ and commercial DAS) were aligned to each other using method of cross-correlation.
A correlation coefficient was calculated between two signals to quantify the
synchronization. It was understood that there might be an offset and/or scaling difference
between the two measurements. Hence the offset was manually corrected and the visual as
well as quantitative comparison was carried out on the normalized signals collected using
the two systems.
To further check for alignment RMSE value was calculated between the two
normalized signals and low RMSE suggested good alignment.
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3.4.2.3 Synchronize the start of control of breathing to that of the song for easier
alignment between collected signals
As described in the study design and as shown in Figure 3-1, during one of the subtrials the subjects were asked to control their breathing while listening to songs. In the
control of breathing program, there was a delay for the displayed recorded signal (white)
to traverse from right to the middle of the screen for the subjects to start controlling their

Figure 3-7: Flow diagram showing synchronization test between instruments used to acquire (commercial DAS,
USB DAQ), display (computer screen) and compute (LabVIEW on Computer using USB DAQ)

current breathing pattern (red) to be overlaid on the recorded signal. For this reason, it was
necessary for the song to start at same time as that of the start of control of breathing. As it
is illustrated in the flow diagram of Figure 3-6, the aforementioned was achieved by
playing the song using trigger through the program at the instant when current and recorded
signals meet in the middle and when the subjects would start controlling their breathing
pattern to match the target signal. The song also stopped playing when the control of
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breathing trial ended. The song trials were of 3 minutes duration (2 minutes for only one
subject).
3.4.3

Performance measurement
IRB approval for the study was obtained. After approval, recruitment of subjects was

started. All subjects provided written consent. Data were collected during 8 studies
conducted from 7 subjects (4 male, 3 female) who participated in the study, out of which
one did not perform well in matching the breathing pattern. All subjects were comfortable
in matching their breathing pattern using control of breathing program. Some subjects
described the control of breathing task to be fun. The performance, i.e., match between the
signals was calculated in time domain.
To obtain a quantitative measurement of how well the subjects were able to
reproduce their spontaneous breathing pattern during controlled breathing, performance
parameters were computed for each subject for each trial in comparison to other trials
during which the subject was controlling or spontaneously breathing to the same breathing
pattern. The performance quantifying parameters were computed as follows. For each
subject, the root means square error (RMSE) between target and controlled breathing
pattern was computed. RMSE was normalized by each subject’s average signal value
during the same trial to minimize the influence of different breathing patterns and tidal
volumes. The mentioned RMSE was called NRMSE (normalized RMSE). NRMSE was
calculated using the equation 1. The NRMSE was calculated for all the subjects during all
the trials. The NRMSE or the error among the subjects was approximately between 0-15%
which suggested that the subjects performed well in terms of matching their breathing
pattern during control of breathing sub-trials.

𝑵𝑵𝑹𝑹𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 =
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1
𝑁𝑁

�{ ∑[𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 (𝑛𝑛∆𝑡𝑡)−𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑛𝑛∆𝑡𝑡)]2 }
1
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The average and standard deviation of NRMSE and R values between combinations
are shown in Table 3-2. NRMSE between mentioned trials was calculated in time domain.
Table 3-1: Trial code to corresponding sub-trial
Sub-trial

Sub-trial code

Control trial’s Control (silence)

CC

Control trial’s Control of Breathing

CCB

Song trial’s Control (listening to song1)

SC1

Listening to Song1 while Controlling Breathing

SCB1

Not listening to Song1 while Controlling Breathing

NSCB1

Song trial’s Control (listening to song2)

SC2

Listening to Song2 while Controlling Breathing

SCB2

Not listening to Song2 while Controlling Breathing

NSCB2

The trial combinations follow the format of “sub-trial1-sub-trial2” where sub-trial1 and
sub-trial2 suggest two different sub-trials during which the subject breathed spontaneously
or using control of breathing program following breathing pattern recorded during
spontaneous breathing. The sub-trial codes used in the subject-combination in Table 3-2
are same as shown in Table 3-1. For simplicity these sub-trial codes would be used here
onwards instead of the whole sub-trial description.
In time-domain the R-value was above 86% which suggested overall good
performance in matching the breathing pattern during spontaneous breathing (target signal)
and control of breathing (controlled signal). The NRMSE value was found to be 0.3 as
Table 3-2: Performance indicators (NRMSE and R) for all the subjects during each trial
Combination

NRMSE (t)

R (t)

CC-CCB

.13 +/- .22

.92 +/- .07

SC1-NSCB1

.13 +/- .1

.86 +/- .26

SC1-SCB1

.11 +/- .07

.83 +/- .33

SC2-NSCB2

.19 +/- .15

.91 +/- .13

SC2-SCB2

.3 +/- .33

.88 +/- .21

maximum average in time-domain which suggested reasonably low difference between
two sub-trials.
Following the verification of control of breathing, the physiological parameters such
as BR, HR, respiratory autospectrum (also referred as BRV), RRI autospectrum (which is
also referred to as HRV in some studies) and features from EEG signals were calculated.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
In this chapter the results of the pilot study conducted to determine the role of control
of breathing pattern and listening to songs on cardiorespiratory and neural interaction are
discussed.
4.1

Effects on breathing pattern and ECG signal
For studying the autonomic responses, HR, BR, HF power, LF power and HF/LF
Table 4-1: Difference between average HF/LF ratio, average HF power, average HR, average LF power and
average BR between combinations of trials
Combinations Avg-HF-LF ratio difference Avg-HF-difference Avg-HR-difference Avg-LF-difference Avg-BR-difference
CC-CCB

-0.14

8.09

-3.71

5.43

0

CC-SC1

0.14

9.63

-1.86

-33.93

-0.71

CC-SCB1

0.02

17.62

-3.86

17.6

-0.71

CC-NSCB1

0.16

15.14

-5.14

-25.87

-0.71

CC-SC2

0.04

19.72

-1.71

9.26

-1.14

CC-SCB2

-0.26

14.75

-3.71

18.94

-1.14

CC-NSCB2

-0.08

24.51

-4.57

32.91

-1.14

CCB-SC1

0.28

1.54

1.86

-39.36

-0.71

CCB-SCB1

0.16

9.53

-0.14

12.17

-0.71

CCB-NSCB1

0.3

7.05

-1.43

-31.3

-0.71

CCB-SC2

0.18

11.63

2

3.83

-1.14

CCB-SCB2

-0.12

6.66

0

13.51

-1.14

CCB-NSCB2

0.06

16.42

-0.86

27.48

-1.14

ratio difference were calculated between sub-trial combinations as showed in the
“Combinations” column of Table 4-1. Table 4-1 shows the combination of the
aforementioned parameters which include CC or CCB which are the silence sub-trial and
control of breathing sub-trial while controlling the breathing pattern to the silence sub-trial
respectively. Table 4-2 shows the parameters for only song sub-trials without any silence
sub-trials.
In Table 4-1 the Combinations including same song trial are colored similar. None
of the comparison showed significant difference in parameters including song sub-trial. As
the differences are between the average of the parameters calculated for all the subjects
during sub-trials (left-right) of the combination, the negative values would suggest that the
parameter for right sub-trial was higher than the left one and vice-versa. The HR was found
not following any consistent pattern and was independent of control of breathing sub-trial
of the silence sub-trial.
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Table 4-2: Table showing the trends derived from Table 4-1
Trend in Avg HF/LF

Trend in Avg HF

Trend in Avg HR

Trend in Avg LF

Trend in Avg

difference

power difference

Difference

power

BR difference

CC-Song1

NSCB1>SC1>SCB1

SCB1>NSCB1>SC1

SC1>SCB1>NSCB1

SCB1>NSCB1>SC1

All equal

CCB-Song1

NSCB1>SC1>SCB1

SCB1>NSCB1>SC1

SC1>SCB1>NSCB1

SCB1>NSCB1>SC1

All equal

CC-Song2

SC2>NSCB2>SCB2

NSCB2>SC2>SCB2

SC2>SCB2>NSCB2

NSCB2>SCB2>SC2

All equal

CCB-Song2

SC2>NSCB2>SCB2

NSCB2>SC2>SCB2

SC2>SCB2>NSCB2

NSCB2>SCB2>SC2

All equal

Combinations

Table 4-2 shows the clear however not significant trends found out from the variation in
parameters shown in Table 4-1. In Table 4-2, the difference of average parameters in
combinations of CC - song1-subtrials and CCB - song2-subtrials are color coded where
blue shows there was a trend in combinations including song1 sub-trials and green
including song2 sub-trials shows that there was a trend in the order as given in the cell.
None of the comparisons in this table were significant. However, the repeatability in the
trends suggests the possible directions of results. As it can be seen the trends were repeated
for each song irrespective of the fact that the combination includes spontaneous or control
of breathing of silence trial which suggests that even though control of breathing induces
effect, the repeatability is noteworthy. Another interesting finding was that the trends
varied only due to listening to the songs in all parameters except HR and BR which
suggested that the sympathovagal balance was affected by listening to different songs
Table 4-3: HR, BR, HF power, LF power and HF/LF ratio difference between combinations of trials
containing breathing during silence and breathing during song trials
Combinations

Avg-HF-LF ratio difference Avg-HF-difference Avg-HR-difference Avg-LF-difference Avg-BR-difference

SC1-SCB1

-0.12

8

-2

51.53

0

SC1-NSCB1

0.02

5.51

-3.29

8.05

0

SCB1-NSCB1

0.14

-2.48

-1.29

-43.48

0

SC2-SCB2

-0.3

-4.98

-2

9.68

0

SC2-NSCB2

-0.12

4.79

-2.86

23.65

0

SCB2-NSCB2

0.19

9.76

-0.86

13.97

0

SC1-SC2

-0.1

10.1

0.14

43.19

-0.43

SCB1-SCB2

-0.28

-2.88

0.14

1.33

-0.43

NSCB1-NSCB2

-0.23

9.37

0.57

58.78

-0.43

SC1-SCB2

-0.4

5.12

-1.86

52.86

-0.43

SC1-NSCB2

-0.22

14.88

-2.71

66.83

-0.43

SCB1-SC2

0.02

2.1

2.14

-8.34

-0.43

SCB1-NSCB2

-0.09

6.89

-0.71

15.3

-0.43

NSCB1-SC2

-0.12

4.58

3.43

35.14

-0.43

NSCB1-SCB2

-0.42

-0.39

1.43

44.81

-0.43

irrespective of the act of control of breathing and when there was no change in BR.
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Figure 4-1: Coherencies (with standard error) between combinations as written in titles of the plots, (a)
SC2-SCB2 (Song2-Song2 while controlling breathing and listening to song) , (b) SC2-NSCB2 (Song2-Song2
while controlling breathing without listening to song), (c) SC1-SCB1 (Song1-Song1 while controlling
breathing and listening to song), (d) SC1-NSCB1 (Song1-Song1 while controlling breathing without
listening to song), (e) NSCB2-SCB2 (Song2 while controlling breathing without listening to song-Song2
while controlling breathing and listening to song), (f) NSCB1-SCB1 (Song1 while controlling breathing
without listening to song-Song1 while controlling breathing and listening to song), (g) CC-CCB
(Control/Silence’s control-Control/silence’s control of breathing), where the red shows the coherence
between the RRI and breathing pattern of the left sub-trial of the combination, blue shows the coherence of
the signal collected during right side sub-trial of the combination, green shows the coherence between RRI
of the left and breathing pattern of the right sub-trial and pink shows the coherence between RRI of the right
and breathing pattern of the left sub-trial of the combination.
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However, to statistically confirm the finding further investigation with more subjects
would be necessary.
To study the cardiorespiratory interaction between sub-trials of silence (CC, CCB),
song1 (SC1, SCB1 and NSCB1) and song2 (SC2, SCB2 and NSCB2), coherencies between
envelopes of RRI and breathing pattern were calculated between different combinations.
Figure 4-1 shows the coherencies calculated between sub-trials, the specific subtrial
combination is given as the title of each plot. Each plot contains four coherencies for four
combinations of the sub-trials. In Figure 4-1, the red and blue plot show the coherence
between the RRI and breathing pattern recorded during same sub-trial (shown on the
legends). Green plot shows the coherence between RRI and breathing pattern of the subtrials mentioned on left and right side respectively on the legends and pink shows the
coherence between RRI and breathing pattern of the subtrials mentioned on the right and
left side of the legends.
Coherence shows the interaction or similarity between two signals and ranges
between 0-1, where 0 is no interaction and 1 being nearly identical signals. Figure 4-1,
shows that the degree of similarity between RRI and breathing pattern were higher during
listening to songs than during control of breathing with or without listening to songs as can
be seen from Figure 4-1 (a), (b) and (d) except Figure 4-1 (c). This suggests that the
interaction between RRI and breathing pattern during song1, song2 was higher in
comparison to interaction during control of breathing while not listening to songs for both
the songs. In case of song2, the interaction during song2 was higher than interaction during
control of breathing while listening to the same song. However, for song1 this was not the
case. In case of control of breathing while listening to song1, 2 out of 7 experiments did
not show the pattern. These results suggest that the interaction between RRI and breathing
pattern during listening to songs without control of breathing remained higher than other
combinations which included control of breathing. This suggested that between RRI and
breathing pattern the interaction with the original song’s breathing pattern showed higher
interaction with RRI suggesting that the change in breathing pattern may be a secondary
effect. Song1 was the fast rhythm song and song2 was the slower rhythm song. From our
finding the interaction during slow rhythm song was more distinct than fast rhythm song.
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The reasons for this difference were not explored in this study and could be the focus of
future exploration.
The cross-interaction was also studied visually followed by quantitatively which
suggested the following. While the red (RRI with breathing pattern while listening to
songs) and pink (RRI of control of breathing with breathing pattern during listening to
songs) plots followed each other closely, blue (RRI with breathing patterns during control
of breathing) and green (RRI of song with breathing pattern of control of breathing) plot
also followed each other closely. These findings suggest the possibility of a common factor
being the cause behind such influence on coherencies. Where the common factor between
red and pink plot was breathing pattern collected during listening to songs, the common
factor between blue and green was breathing pattern collected during control of breathing
irrespective of listening to songs while controlling the breathing. This phenomenon
indicates that the breathing pattern plays some role in such commonality feature in
coherencies.
However, while comparing the magnitude difference between the plots following
each other visually the red and pink plots are closer to each other in case of interaction
between song and control of breathing while listening to songs than that of the interaction
between song and control of breathing while not listening to songs. This phenomenon was
visible for song2. In case of song1, for 5 out of 7 subjects the above phenomenon existed.
This suggests that even though the act of control of breathing may induce changes in
cardiovascular rhythms, addition of the trial of control of breathing while listening to songs
would help us distinguish the effect of song over control of breathing if there is any. Control
of breathing while listening to songs followed the red plot more closely than control of
breathing while not listening to songs. This suggests that even though control of breathing
may have an effect on cardiovascular rhythms, listening to songs surpassed the effect due
to control of breathing. These findings suggest that the study design contains the ability to
investigate the effects of listening to songs against control of breathing.
The overall findings suggested that listening to songs along with change in breathing
pattern changes the cardiovascular rhythm and that even though the act of control of
breathing may affect cardiovascular rhythms, the effect of listening to songs may surpass
the effect of control of breathing irrespective of the rhythm of song.
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Even though the sample size was small, as an exploratory step in a pilot study, to
verify the above inferences, t-tests between the coherencies were conducted. In the t-test
the significant values suggest that the averages of two samples considered are significantly
different. Our goal was to find the combinations which were non-significantly similar to
each other which is just another way of investigating interaction. Hence, in the t-test the
significant combinations were ignored from consideration.
Where Table 4-4 shows the p-value and differences in average of total coherencies
between two combinations separated by “:”, Table 4-5 shows the p-value and difference in
average of coherence values in the range 0.06-0.42 Hz. The reason behind choosing this
range was as follows. In Figure 4-1, the plots were observed to follow each other closely
in the region of 0.06-0.42 Hz. Hence this region was used to find outlier as well as hidden
interactions. The color coding on Table 4-4 and Table 4-5 combinations was kept same as
that of the plots in Figure 4-1 for clarity.
In both Table 4-4 and Table 4-5, the combinations which showed closer interactions
are shown with a “*” beside the combination. Results in Table 4-4 are consistent with the
aforementioned finding that the interaction due to listening to songs was higher than other
combinations as was observed from the positive difference in average. In Table 4-5, the
average difference between coherence of song1 (between RRI and breathing pattern) and
control of breathing while listening to song1 was negative while in Table 4-4 the difference
was positive even though these differences were very small. The reason behind such
change could be the presence of outliers. 5 out of 7 showed positive differences while other
2 did not. The 2 subjects showed opposite effect of the other 5 mainly in the range 0.060.42 Hz which may have resulted in such difference in pattern. These were small changes,
therefore the interpretation of these is speculative.
While comparing this phenomenon to the silence, the comparison between silence
and control of breathing to the pattern recorded during silence, was negative i.e., the
interaction between control of breathing RRI and breathing pattern was higher than silence
which suggests the presence of effect of control of breathing during silence which is
consistent with the previous reports [1]. However, listening to songs showed significantly
higher coherence than any other combination involving breathing patterns collected during
listening to songs. This finding indicated that even though control of breathing act could
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instill changes in cardiac rhythms and cardiorespiratory interaction, the interaction during
listening to songs would surpass the interaction (due to control of breathing with or without
listening to songs) in magnitude. This finding suggests that the study design helps quantify
the effect of listening to songs in comparison to control of breathing.
Blue (Control of breathing with or without listening to songs) and green (RRI of song
and breathing pattern while controlling breathing with or without listening to songs) plot
pairs for song1 and song2 as shown in Figure 4-1, showed the effect of controlling
breathing patterns. For song1 i.e., the fast rhythm song, the interaction between RRI and
breathing pattern due to control of breathing while listening to song1 was not significantly
different from control of breathing while not listening to song1. However, the
aforementioned relation was not observed in case of song2 or slow rhythm song as the
coherences were significantly different in Table 4-4 and Table 4-5.
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Table 4-4: Paired coherences between two sets of total coherencies (between 0-0.5Hz)
Combination of coherence comparison

p-value Average difference

Silence:Control-breath-Silence

0.043

-0.045

Silence:Control-breath-Silence-Silence*

0.641

0.007

Silence:Silence-Control-breath-Silence

0.000

0.045

Control-breath-Silence:Control-breath-SilenceSilence-

0.001

0.052

Control-breath-Silence:Silence-Control-breath-Silence

0.002

0.091

Control-breath-SilenceSilence:Silence-Control-breath-Silence*

0.069

0.038

Song1:Control-breath-WO-song1

0.000

0.109

Song1:Control-breath-WO-song1-Song1

0.000

0.166

Song1:Song1--Control-breath-WO-song1

0.000

0.110

Control-breath-WO-song1:Control-breath-WO-song1Song1-

0.003

0.056

Control-breath-WO-song1:Song1-Control-breath-WO-song1*

0.987

0.000

Control-breath-WO-song1Song1:Song1-Control-breath-WO-song1

0.004

-0.056

Song1:Control-breath-W-song1*

0.939

0.002

Song1:Control-breath-W-song1-Song1-

0.001

0.088

Song1:Song1--Control-breath-W-song1

0.000

0.076

Control-breath-W-song1:Control-breath-W-song1Song1-

0.000

0.086

Control-breath-W-song1:Song1-Control-breath-W-song1

0.000

0.074

Control-breath-W-song1Song1:Song1-Control-breath-W-song1*

0.523

-0.012

Song2:Control-breath-WO-song2*

0.053

0.063

Song2:Control-breath-WO-song2-Song2-

0.003

0.100

Song2:Song2--Control-breath-WO-song2

0.000

0.071

Control-breath-WO-song2:Control-breath-WO-song2Song2-

0.002

0.037

Control-breath-WO-song2:Song2-Control-breath-WO-song2*

0.799

0.008

Control-breath-WO-song2Song2:Song2-Control-breath-WO-song2*

0.320

-0.029

Song2:Control-breath-W-song2

0.000

0.074

Song2:Control-breath-W-song2-Song2

0.000

0.136

Song2:Song2-Control-breath-W-song2

0.000

0.059

Control-breath-W-song2:Control-breath-W-song2Song2

0.000

0.061

Control-breath-W-song2:Song2-Control-breath-W-song2*

0.426

-0.015

Control-breath-W-song2Song2:Song2-Control-breath-W-song2

0.003

-0.077

Control-breath-WO-song1:Control-breath-W-song1*

0.209

0.022

Control-breath-WO-song1:Control-breath-W-song1-Control-breath-WO-song1-

0.000

0.116

Control-breath-WO-song1:Control-breath-WO-song1--Control-breath-W-song1

0.002

0.061

Control-breath-W-song1:Control-breath-W-song1Control-breath-WO-song1-

0.000

0.094

Control-breath-W-song1:Control-breath-WO-song1-Control-breath-W-song1

0.025

0.039

Control-breath-W-song1Control-breath-WO-song1:Control-breath-WO-song1-Controlbreath-W-song1

0.007

-0.055

Control-breath-WO-song2:Control-breath-W-song2

0.004

0.055

Control-breath-WO-song2:Control-breath-W-song2-Control-breath-WO-song2-

0.000

0.093

Control-breath-WO-song2:Control-breath-WO-song2--Control-breath-W-song2

0.000

0.075

Control-breath-W-song2:Control-breath-W-song2Control-breath-WO-song2-

0.012

0.038

Control-breath-W-song2:Control-breath-WO-song2-Control-breath-W-song2*

0.354

0.020

0.281

-0.018

Control-breath-W-song2Control-breath-WO-song2:Control-breath-WO-song2-Controlbreath-W-song2*
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Table 4-5: Coherence comparison between coherencies calculated between 0.06-0.42 Hz as this region showed
higher synchronization between signals
Combination of coherence comparison
Silence:Control-breath-Silence*
Silence:Control-breath-Silence-Silence*
Silence:Silence-Control-breath-Silence
Control-breath-Silence:Control-breath-SilenceSilenceControl-breath-Silence:Silence-Control-breath-Silence
Control-breath-SilenceSilence:Silence-Control-breath-Silence*
Song1:Control-breath-WO-song1
Song1:Control-breath-WO-song1-Song1
Song1:Song1--Control-breath-WO-song1
Control-breath-WO-song1:Control-breath-WO-song1Song1Control-breath-WO-song1:Song1-Control-breath-WO-song1*
Control-breath-WO-song1Song1:Song1-Control-breath-WO-song1
Song1:Control-breath-W-song1*
Song1:Control-breath-W-song1-Song1Song1:Song1--Control-breath-W-song1
Control-breath-W-song1:Control-breath-W-song1Song1Control-breath-W-song1:Song1-Control-breath-W-song1
Control-breath-W-song1Song1:Song1-Control-breath-W-song1*
Song2:Control-breath-WO-song2*
Song2:Control-breath-WO-song2-Song2Song2:Song2--Control-breath-WO-song2
Control-breath-WO-song2:Control-breath-WO-song2Song2Control-breath-WO-song2:Song2-Control-breath-WO-song2*
Control-breath-WO-song2Song2:Song2-Control-breath-WO-song2*
Song2:Control-breath-W-song2
Song2:Control-breath-W-song2-Song2
Song2:Song2-Control-breath-W-song2
Control-breath-W-song2:Control-breath-W-song2Song2
Control-breath-W-song2:Song2-Control-breath-W-song2*
Control-breath-W-song2Song2:Song2-Control-breath-W-song2
Control-breath-WO-song1:Control-breath-W-song1*
Control-breath-WO-song1:Control-breath-W-song1-Control-breathControl-breath-WO-song1:Control-breath-WO-song1--Control-breathControl-breath-W-song1:Control-breath-W-song1Control-breath-WOControl-breath-W-song1:Control-breath-WO-song1-Control-breathControl-breath-W-song1Control-breath-WO-song1:Control-breathControl-breath-WO-song2:Control-breath-W-song2
Control-breath-WO-song2:Control-breath-W-song2-Control-breathControl-breath-WO-song2:Control-breath-WO-song2--Control-breathControl-breath-W-song2:Control-breath-W-song2Control-breath-WOControl-breath-W-song2:Control-breath-WO-song2-Control-breathControl-breath-W-song2Control-breath-WO-song2:Control-breath-
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p-value
0.20
0.59
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.78
0.00
0.52
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.69
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.77
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.13
0.00
0.53
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.31
0.29

Average
difference
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
-

Figure 4-2: Coherence between breathing pattern and EEG-frequency bands

The difference between coherence pairs including listening to songs while
spontaneously breathing and listening to songs while controlling the breathing pattern was
found to be less different than that of the comparison between listening to songs and
controlling breathing while not listening to songs.
Our finding from the aforementioned results was that the change in breathing pattern
as well as listening to songs could be the reason behind changing the autonomic responses.
To study any possible effect of listening to songs and change of breathing in electrical
activity of the brain, we studied the interaction between autonomic responses and
cardiorespiratory effects and EEGs. To study the interaction between RRI and EEG as well
as breathing pattern and EEG, the coherence between RRI, breathing pattern individually
with various EEG features was calculated. The EEG features included envelope, and
frequency bands which included alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (13-30 Hz), gamma (above 30 Hz),
delta (0-4 Hz) and theta (4-8 Hz) to study the effect in different frequency bandwidths. The
results of coherence between breathing pattern and EEG bands are shown in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-3 shows the coherence of more than 0.55 between breathing pattern and EEG
bands. Figure 4-4 shows the total coherence between RRI and EEG bands. The coherence
(>0.55) between RRI and EEG bands is shown in the Figure 4-5.
4.2

Relation between Cardiorespiratory and neural effect
Figure 4-2 shows the average coherence calculated between breathing pattern and

EEG band calculated for 8 different locations F3, F4, T3, T4, P3, P4, O1, and O2. These
are shown in Figure 4-2 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g) and (h) respectively. For all the
locations EEG-envelope was found to show highest coherence than other bands. Delta and
theta were found to be synchronous to each other in terms of the coherence between
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breathing pattern and EEG bands. Alpha and beta bands were found to follow each other

Figure 4-3: Coherence (above 0.55) between breathing pattern and EEG frequency bands

closely in most of the cases. The pattern of change between sub-trials was found to be
similar for most sub-trials in case of envelope of EEG in case of P3-P4, T3-T4, O1-O2.
However, for F3-F4 none of the EEG bands showed a similar pattern of change. Hence, it
was decided to find coherence above 0.55 to consider only the effective bandwidth (defined
using 0.55 threshold) rather than total bandwidth (0-0.5 Hz). The threshold of 0.55 was
selected to identify the interactions which were more than 50%. Although somewhat
arbitrary, as the study used stimuli (songs) which were expected to cause small magnitude
of effects in physiological parameters, a threshold of 55% or 0.55 was selected. The
average coherence values that exceeded this threshold with standard error are shown in
Figure 4-3 (a-h denoting same locations as in Figure 4-2). Unlike Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3
shows that alpha, beta, delta and theta did not show distinct magnitude difference.
Coherence between breathing pattern and envelope of EEG was observed to be higher than
the coherence between breathing pattern and other EEG bands. A previous study by Horton
et al. has shown that the envelopes of EEGs are better indicators of attention than alpha,
beta and other bands [160]. With the exception of SC1 (listening to song1 while
spontaneously breathing) and for F3 and F4 EEG locations, for all other trials and EEGlocations, the envelope showed higher coherence for song trials than that of silence (CC
and CCB). From P3 and P4 it was observed that for control of breathing trial without
listening to songs showed higher average coherence than other trials. This shows that
control of breathing effect was observed in signals acquired from surface of the peripheral
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Figure 4-4: Coherence between RRI and EEG frequency bands

brain. However, in case of O1 and O2, all trials (SC, NSCB and SCB) showed higher
average coherence than silence. This suggested that during song trials the coherence
between EEG and breathing pattern was higher than silence irrespective of act of control
of breathing.
In this study, one of our main goals was to study the cardiorespiratory effect of
listening to songs. Studying the interaction between breathing pattern with EEG as well as
studying interaction between RRI with EEG individually followed by investigating these
interactions has the potential to bring more insights related to how cardiorespiratory
interaction changes during listening to songs of fast and slow rhythms with respect to
neurological effect. Figure 4-4 (total coherence) and Figure 4-5 (coherence above 0.55)

Figure 4-5: Coherence (above 0.55) between RRI and EEG frequency bands
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show average coherence between RRI and EEG bands extracted from 8 different EEG
locations. Like the coherence between breathing pattern and EEG, in case of coherence
between RRI and EEG the envelope of EEG showed higher coherence in comparison to
other EEG bands. The coherence between EEG bands and RRI other than envelopes
showed closer values as shown in the figures (Figure 4-4). Hence to study the interaction
coherence above 0.55 were calculated whose results are shown in Figure 4-5. 0.55 value
was arbitrarily chosen to consider coherences with above 50% similarity. Figure 4-5
showed the average of coherence above 0.55 with standard error for different sub-trials on
the x-axis and magnitude of average of coherence in the y-axis. Similar to the findings
before, the envelope of EEG showed higher effective coherence (>0.55) with RRI than
other EEG bands. From figure, it was observed that, O1 and O2 showed highest coherence
magnitude between RRI and envelope of EEG than other locations. Alpha wave in case of
O1 showed comparatively higher magnitude than other locations. In case of O2, envelope
of EEG as well as alpha wave showed higher effective coherence than other bands. O1 and
O2 are known to be the locations showing alpha-activity if any[161], [162]. Meditation and
relaxing activities are known to induce alpha waves[163]–[165]. The aforementioned
finding suggested that the reduction of stress induces alpha waves, and such activity was
observed during listening to songs. During listening to song1 and song2 while
spontaneously breathing the effective coherence (>0.55) was found to be more than other
song trials as well as silence trials (CC and CCB). This finding suggested that the cardioneurological interaction was more during listening to songs than any other trials. This
suggested effect of listening to songs was inducing more interaction between RRI and EEG
than that during control of breathing.
While comparing the effective coherence between breathing pattern and EEG bands
with that of RRI and EEG bands it was observed that for O1 and O2 the coherence due to
RRI was higher than that of breathing pattern. One interesting phenomenon was observed
which was, during NSCB1 and NSCB2 i.e., controlling the breathing pattern to the pattern
recorded during listening to songs without listening to songs, showed similar coherence
between RRI and EEG band (>0.55) during SCB1 and SCB2 i.e., the control of breathing
trial while listening to songs showed difference in magnitude. This finding showed that
control of breathing may result in similar interaction irrespective of the pattern being
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different. But listening to songs surpasses the similarity of the effects of control of
breathing and results in different effects. As shown in the above figures, the EEG bands
other than envelope-EEG, showed comparatively lower magnitude change. Different EEG
bands are thought to be responsible for different functions such as alpha is triggered when
a person is relaxed or focusing while relaxed, beta is activated with attentional activation,
gamma is responsible as an indication of higher cognitive processes and theta is associated
with emotional valence[163], [166]–[169]. Listening to songs is known to soothe the
listener and for some listeners listening to songs triggers emotions and is known to trigger
cognitive processes[17], [25].
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CHAPTER 5: NON-CONTACT MEASUREMENT
During human studies where measurements such as ECG and, breathing pattern with
wired connections are utilized and, the responses in physiological parameters is expected
to be of small magnitude, there is potential that avoiding the wired connections that the
subjects might feel conscious of may improve the result of the studies.
Towards the goal of exploring the use of non-contact measurement of HR and BR,
the following were proposed.
• Development of workflow to extract Heart rate (HR) and breathing rate (BR) from
videos of the faces of the subjects.
• Comparison of performance of different methods used for extraction of ROI and/or
landmarks followed by BR and HR data comparison against gold standard, i.e.,
contact measurement.
To achieve the proposed, the following objective was defined. Design of a noncontact measurement system using a digital RGB camera and implement the system in
control of breathing experiment for the purpose of comparison between contact and
noncontact measurement.
The following sub-sections contain the description of the design of the non-contact
measurement of BR and HR which includes ROI detection and tracking until BR and HR
extraction and validation against contact measurements.
5.1

Design of a non-contact measurement system
The field of non-contact measurement has caught the interest of many researchers

who have developed various techniques to approach the problem of non-contact
measurement of heart rate (HR), respiratory rate/breathing rate (BR). Most of this research
use similar framework to build the algorithm to extract non-contact HR and BR from video
of the face of human subjects and/or animal subjects [70], [81], [94], [106], [108], [120],
[170], [171].
Most of the articles have used the skin region of the face or skin of different regions
of the face such as cheek or forehead to extract HR and BR as these regions are considered
to contain most information regarding blood flow [172]–[174]. For this reason, it was
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necessary to extract the selected regions such as cheeks and forehead accurately which was
why in our case two widely used ROI detection and tracking methods were used. Table
5-1: contains the comparison between ROI detection and tracking using KLT, 68 facial
points method and 3D Facemesh model (recently developed)[55], [120], [134], [135],
[154]. Further, a detailed comparison of 3D with KLT and 68 facial points method is
provided based on results of our study. The reason behind choosing these KLT and 68points methods was that these are the most widely used tracking methods. The comparison
in Table 5-1: between methods is based on publications and experience during the present
study while working with all three methods.
Table 5-1:Comparison between KLT, 68-points and Facemesh ROI detection and tracking

KLT
•

68-points

Tracks the ROI rectangle
and

tracks

through

•

Facemesh

depends

on

the

landmark points are detected.

the 3D tensors information. The

Chances of false positives are

only

i.e., the chances of tracking

much less as this technique uses

transferred between frames is

other features in a frame as

ROI and the landmarks detection.

the ROI which contains the

This model is found to be less

face.

Chances of false positive

Skin-color

and

•

•

external

Not fit for pictures with
dimension

sensitive to skin-color and external

more

•

than

Could not be used in BR

•

•

information

Chances of false positives are
much lower than other two

Fit for pictures having dimension

methods.
•

Model was found to be least

picture increases the performance.

sensitive to external light and

With large movement of face some

skin-color.
•

Rotation of face was not

and HR extraction as in

landmarks may be detected with

some trials the method was

high errors.

not detecting for more than

rotating the face using the straight-

half of the trial duration.

line connecting center of the

under

landmarks two eyes helps in

conditions as well.

For this

axis.
Takes

necessary in this case.

reason,

managing rotation around vertical
•

gets

lighting than KLT.
up to 1920x1000. Cropping the

500x500.
•

gets

468 landmarks on the face with

over

light sensitive.
•

information

the face ROI on which the 68

tracking

ROI is higher than others.
•

only

detection model for detection of

frames.
•

The

transferred from frame to frame is

geometric

it

•

Facemesh

•

•

It is found to perform well

Running

high
the

movement
model

using

Tensorflow in backend proved
longer

than

Facemesh

(approx. 30 minutes more).

to make the landmark detection
faster by 53% than running on
CPU and it was faster than 68points.
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5.1.1

Finding the most accurate ROI detection method among widely used methods

5.1.1.1 3D Vs 2D
As it is given in Table 5-1, the 68-points method does a good job at tracking the ROI.
However, to do so, it needs alignment or rotation of the face if the movement is in 2D.
However, face alignment would not help the purpose of extraction of cheek correctly while
there is self-occlusion due to ‘yaw’ movement or movement across the y-axis as described
in [175]. As suggested by google research (Kartynnik et.al), landmark annotation in 2D is
confounded by inconsistency in the landmark positions across different poses and selfocclusions [154]. Such inconsistency in landmark position occurs when high movement is
there, or the subject is not facing the camera. Such inconsistency can be avoided by using
3D meshes by selecting a dense set of 3D points [149].
Our initial estimation about Facemesh model suggested that as the use of the 68points system ([x, y]) requires considerable time and processor memory , Facemesh which
is a 468 points system ([x, y, depth]) would make the processing even lengthier and can
only be achieved on computers with high processing power such as systems with external
graphics processing unit (GPU). However, we observed that this was not the case. This
model could run even on a mobile phone if implemented on HTML and .js
environments[154]. The reason being the model originally was trained on tfjs
(tensorflow.js) which is a library of machine learning in java script which gives options to
run the code with ‘WASM’ (backend) environment which makes the processing
approximately 10 times faster than if the processing would be done on CPU [154].
The research and development team of Google has implemented and named this
model as ‘Facemesh’ model [154]. As given in the article [154], the purpose of this model
is to build applications that would involve AR (augmented reality) which is already being
implemented by Instagram which is called Instagram filters, by Facebook messenger and
iPhones. However, this method is not widely used to extract HR and BR. The reason could
be that this model is very recent and the compatibility to MATLAB like 68-points is not
available. Hence only open-source environment users would be able to use such model.
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5.1.1.2 Implementing detection and tracking ROI through frames of videos
5.1.1.2.1 KLT
For the implementation of KLT to extract the facial ROI, the Haar-like features
cascade model was used with OpenCV2 library and tracking was implemented using ‘dlib
tracker’ which uses geometric tracking[135], [176], [177]. KLT detects the rectangle
containing the face and the output contains the coordinates of the four corners of the
detected rectangle. The centroid of the four coordinates was later compared against the
centroids calculated using Facemesh and 68-points method.
5.1.1.2.2 Facemesh
The 468 facial landmark detection trained model was implemented [178]. Facemesh
facial landmark detection model is an algorithm that detects facial points using which
silhouette of the face, eyebrows, eyes, nose, lips (inner and outer), and other regions can
be detected. For face recognition and landmark detection, Tensorflow and OpenCV2
libraries were used. All the libraries used are open-source. The video processing was
conducted in Java environment and the frame by frame detected facial landmarks along
with annotation were saved for the following. Later the saved facial landmark locations
and annotation were used on python environment for rendering the coordinates of landmark
locations and the video processing. Java environment was used because of its faster
processing than python.
An article at the referenced URL shows the image containing the facial landmarks
detection model of Facemesh [179]. To assess the performance of the method in detecting
and tracking facial ROI the centroid of the face silhouette was calculated using 36
silhouette coordinates. The annotated locations include a single coordinate for each cheek
which was used to compare against the centroid calculated using 68-points method.
5.1.1.2.3 68-Points
Studies [180]–[183] have implemented the 68 point a facial landmark detection
trained model using 68 points to calculate HR and/or BR. 68-points facial landmark
detection model is an algorithm that detects facial points using which eyebrows, eyes, nose,
lips, and jawline can be detected [183]–[186]. Even though in the beginning phase of
development, a workflow was designed on MATLAB using the image processing toolbox.
The processing time was higher by approximately 10 times more than python or Java.
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Python environment is open source and has more options in terms of building new libraries
as well as using existing libraries which are based on current advancements. Therefore, for
subsequent development python environment was used. For face recognition and landmark
detection, the imutils library, OpenCV2 libraries were used [187]. Imutils library is the
library designed by Adrian Rosebrock, which contains functions related to image
processing [188]. All the libraries used are open-source, and all of the video processing
was done in the python environment. The 68-points landmarks detection model has been
used in some studies and has performed well in facial feature detection before calculating
HR and BR [189], [190].
The libraries mentioned above were used and modified according to the requirements
of this study. To compare the performance of facial landmarks/facial ROI/total ROI the
jaw points (0-16) were used to calculate the centroid in case of 68-points.
After the facial landmarks detection, the rectangle for the left, as well as right cheek
portions, was deﬁned using points of left-eyebrow (17-20), right eyebrow (23-26) nose (2833) and some points of mouth (48 for left cheek and 54 for right cheek). To compare the
performance of 68-points in detecting and tracking cheeks, the aforementioned set of points
were used for the calculation of the centroid.
5.1.2

Comparison in performance while tracking the ROI
In order to find the best method of ROI detection and tracking in case of the collected

videos, the comparison of performance was necessary. To execute the comparisons a series
of steps were taken for different methods which are shown in Figure 5-1. As shown in
Figure 5-1 to obtain a fair comparison among methods, instead of the raw video, the preprocessed video was used.
For video pre-processing, the video quality was kept unchanged. Pre-processing
involved the selection of ROI (around the face) on the first frame of the video and the
selected region was tracked through frames. The whole process was automated other than
selecting the ROI on the first frame. This process reduced spontaneous motion by focusing
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Figure 5-1: The series of steps taken from input of raw images till HR and BR calculation
using KLT, 68-points and Facemesh

only on the face. This video was further used for ROI detection and tracking using KLT,
68-points and Facemesh methods.
5.1.2.1 Performance estimation using Total-ROI centroid variation
Once the relative motion of face was nearly negligible, variation in centroid
movement after the video pre-processing showed how each method performed with respect
to each other.

Figure 5-2: Detection of rectangle ROI using KLT
as shown in blue color
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As shown in Figure 5-2, KLT detects the coordinates of the rectangle (n=4) which
contains the face in the image. This article shows the facial landmarks of 68-points
method[191]. In this method, the centroid was calculated from the points (n=17)
representing the jaw. Only outermost points (n=36) which represent the silhouette of the
face were used to calculate the centroid of the total ROI. Figure 5-3 shows the scatter plot
between X and Y coordinates (in pixels) of the centroids calculated per frame of the videos
collected over all the trials for all the subjects.
As it was assumed that motion of the face with respect to frames was negligible, the
more spread out the scatter plot would indicate poorer performance in tracking of the total
ROI. Figure 5-3 shows that Facemesh performed best among the three methods. It was also
necessary to analyze the performance of ROI detection and tracking for all subjects (unique
n=6). For this purpose, the X and Y pixels were normalized to restrict the variation between
0-1. Figure 5-3 shows that for all the subjects, the detected centroid variation was least
scattered for Facemesh while for KLT the variation was most scattered. Consistent
conclusions through all the subjects suggested that Facemesh performed good for all the

Figure 5-3: Detected centroid variation over each subject for all the trials for
facemesh, 68-points and KLT (left to right)
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Figure 5-4: Inverse coefficient of variation calculated over each frame for all the trials for all the subjects
using Facemesh (blue), 68-points (orange) and KLT (green)

subjects irrespective of different facial features. However, KLT was influenced by different
facial features which is consistent with what is reported by other studies [176].
After analyzing the performance through visualization, inverse coefficient of
variation was used to analyze the performance of different methods visually as well as
quantitatively.
µ

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 −1 = 𝜎𝜎 … … … … … … …2

The equation 2 was used to find the inverse coefficient of variation. The coefficient
of variation is a quantitative measure of the dispersion of data mainly used to measure

Figure 5-5: Euclidian distance (d(f,p)) calculation where f represents the center of
centroid cluster calculated using Facemesh and p represents the centroid of the
cluster of the 68-points
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variation in the measurement. The lower the coefficient of variation, the better is the
performance. The inverse coefficient of variation was calculated to visually present the
results. As opposed to the coefficient of variation, in case of inverse coefficient of variation
the higher the inverse coefficient of variation, the better would be the performance. Using
this inverse coefficient of variation, Figure 5-4 showed that Facemesh performed better
than 68-points and KLT.
KLT was more influenced by the different factors such as external illumination and
failed to detect any ROI for approximately more than half of the total duration during some
of the trials for 2 subjects. In addition, several investigators have shown that 68-points
method performs fairly well to detect and track ROI to calculate HR and BR. Hence in
further comparison only Facemesh and 68-points were considered, in order to access how
Facemesh performed against 68-points for each subject and trial.
To quantify the comparison, Euclidian distance was calculated between clusters of
centroids calculated using Facemesh (blue) and 68-points (orange) using below equation
3. In the equation “f” is the center of the cluster of centroids calculated using Facemesh
and “p” is the center of the cluster of centroids calculated using 68-points and d(f,p) is the

Figure 5-6: An example of comparison of total-ROI between Facemesh (blue) and 68-points (orange)
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Euclidian distance. Figure 5-5 represents the below equation visually where the f and p
follow the color scheme same as it is shown later in Figure 5-6.
𝑑𝑑(𝑓𝑓, 𝑝𝑝) = �∑𝑖𝑖=𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 )2 … … … … …3

Figure 5-6 shows example scatters plots showing centroid coordinates (X (pixels)
and Y(pixels)) calculated over frames during four different trials for a single subject. The
heading for each subplot shows the Euclidian distance between the clusters of centroids
calculated using Facemesh and 68-points for that trial. The maximum Euclidian distance
for all the subjects during all the trials was approximately 45 pixels which is a small value
while the distribution of centroids detected was less for Facemesh than 68-points. This
suggests the following. The total-ROI detected using Facemesh were spatially as accurate
as 68-points which is a widely used method for ROI detection and tracking. Facemesh was
found less susceptible to the minimal motion of the faces of the subjects with respect to the
video frame than 68-points.

Figure 5-7: Centroid of the left cheek and right cheek detected and tracked using Facemesh and 68-points
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5.1.2.2 Performance estimation using cheeks-ROI centroid variation
As discussed before investigators have shown that cheeks and foreheads are the
regions that appear to be the most viable regions to contain information regarding blood
flow that can be used for extraction of HR and BR. The article shows the 68 points cover
the region between eyebrows and chin[191]. Hence forehead couldn’t be directly extracted
from the 68-points method. That’s why 68-points approach was used only for extraction of
face and cheeks. From Facemesh face, cheeks and forehead were extracted in the frame for
all the frames of the collected videos. In this section, the comparison of performance in
extracting cheeks using Facemesh and 68-points approach is discussed. For visual and
quantitative comparison, the centroid of left-cheek and right cheek were calculated over
frames of the videos of all the subjects for every trial. Figure 5-7 shows an example of the
centroids of the cheeks tracked through frames using Facemesh and 68-points. In the
captions for each plot the Euclidian distance is included which shows the Euclidian
distance between right and left cheeks tracked across frames. The Euclidian distance
calculated for all the videos for all the subjects and trials showed a maximum Euclidian
distance of approximately 30 pixels which suggests that the spatial difference between the
cheeks detected was very minimal while the distribution of centroids of the cheeks was
lesser for Facemesh than 68-points. This suggests the following two findings. First, cheeks
detected using Facemesh were spatially as accurate as 68-points which is a widely used
method in detecting and tracking ROI to find HR and BR. Second, Facemesh is more
susceptible to the minimal motion of the faces of the subjects with respect to the video
frame and 68-points.
5.1.3

Comparison between non-contact and contact HR and BR
Data were collected during a study which was approved by the Institutional Review

Board at the University of Kentucky (IRB), and all subjects provided written consent
before the start of the experiment. The details about the study during which the data for
non-contact and contact measurement were recorded are given in section 3.2. Subjects (3
female and 3 male, age 18-30) sat in a comfortable chair. A single lead of ECG was
recorded for calculation of HR, i.e., referred to as contact HR. Respitrace signals
(abdominal and chest breathing pattern) were used for calculation of breathing rate, i.e.,
referred to as contact BR. Video of the face was collected using SONY digital camera
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RX100, videos were collected at 30 frames per second (fps). ECG and breathing pattern
were digitized at 1000 Samples/second using a commercial data acquisition system. Video,
ECG and breathing pattern were recorded simultaneously for about 2-3 minutes in each
trial.
5.1.3.1 Signal processing of contact measurements
ECG signal was used to calculate R peaks followed by computation of RRI. HR in
beats per minute (BPM) was computed from the RRI.
For BR, the abdominal and thoracic breathing patterns were added together to create
one breathing pattern. The auto spectrum of the breathing pattern was calculated using
Welch’s method with 100 secs window length, Hanning window and 50% overlap. From
the auto spectrum, BR was found out by computing the corresponding frequency of the
highest peak in the frequency region 0.1-0.4 Hz [192]. The frequency in Hz was multiplied
by a factor of 60 to calculate BR in breaths per minute (bpm).
5.1.3.2 Video processing
The algorithm used for the calculation of non-contact HR and BR is as depicted in
the flowchart shown in Figure 5-8 and described below.
•

Individual frames were extracted from the video as shown in the flowchart.

•

As described before 68-points and Facemesh were used to implement detection and
tracking of ROI such as face, left cheek and right cheek using both methods and
forehead using Facemesh.

•

As in the face only skin region contains the blood flow-related information, it is
necessary to filter out noise from the face such as beard, eyebrows, glass frames,
eyes and light-reflected regions. For this reason, HSV (hue, saturation, value)
thresholding followed by extracting skin mask by a series of erosion and dilation
was carried out using an elliptical kernel. The aforementioned skin mask was used
on the image to extract the skin region only.

•

As described before, green channel is known to contain most information about the
blood flow. Researchers have found out that plane orthogonal skin (POS)
performed fairly well in comparison to using the raw green and average of green,
blue, and red channels.
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•

As shown in Figure 5-8, the left cheek and, right cheek were extracted from the red,
green, and blue frame which was followed by calculation of the spatial average of
the frames.
σ1(t,L)

POS(t)=X1(t)+ σ2(t,L) X2(t)…… 4
X1(t)=G(t)-B(t)………………. 5

Figure 5-8: Flowchart showing image and signal processing
workflow to find HR and BR
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X2(t)=G(t)+B(t)-2R(t)………… 6

Where, G(t) = Green channel,
B(t) = Blue channel,
R(t) = Red channel

σ1 and σ2 are the running standard deviation of X1 and X2, while the length
of L was 1.6s [34].
•

In a previous study, it was shown that plane orthogonal skin (POS) showed an
acceptable correlation with the contact measurement[34]. The authors discussed
that POS cancels out the noise due to speckle contrast and variation in the
illumination of the incident light. As in our case the experiment was done in
ambient light condition, plane orthogonal skin (POS) was calculated using the
equation above which was reported by Unakafov et. al [34].

5.1.3.3 Signal processing of non-contact channels
As shown in Figure 5-1 and flowchart Figure 5-8, raw green, average , and
POS signals were median filtered to remove unwanted spikes which were
occasionally observed in signals extracted from the lip region. The median ﬁltered
signal was bandpass filtered to get HR and BR. For HR, the signal was bandpass
filtered in the range 0.75-2.0 Hz, followed by calculation of fast Fourier transform
(FFT). As the end step for HR calculation, the FFT of the signal was filtered using
a moving average filter, and the highest peak detected in the range of 58-120 BPM
was used to calculate the HR.
For BR calculation, the signal was bandpass filtered in the range 0.03-0.75
Hz, followed by calculation of FFT of the filtered signal. As the end step for
calculation of BR, the FFT was filtered using a moving average filter, and the
maximum peak was calculated in the range 4-40 bpm. All signal processing was
done using open-source python programming.
For overall comparison between contact and non-contact measurement
correlation method followed by the Bland and Altmann method was used.
Scatterplots showing the correlation coefficient were used to check the linear
relation between the two measurements. A higher correlation between contact and
non-contact measurement would suggest linear relation between non-contact and
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contact measurements. Bland and Altmann method was used to evaluate the
agreement between two measurements. Bland and Altman plot is a graphical
method to plot the difference scores of two measurements against the mean of the
measurements for each trial [193], [194].
For the comparison at a granular level, the scatterplot with the correlation
between measurements was evaluated in two ways, per subject and per trial. The
plots per subject for all the trials showed the linear relationship (if any) between the
measurements calculated over trials. The plots per trial for all subjects showed the
linear relationship (if any) between the measurements calculated during the same
trial for all the subjects. This comparison was done to investigate whether the
measurement match was consistent for all the subjects for the same trial.
While the granular level comparison was helpful in quantifying the
performance for each trial and each subject, statistical analysis was not conducted
due to limited sample size i.e., 6 subjects who participated in 7 studies with 8 trials
in each study (one study was repeated). These comparisons are discussed in the
following sections.
5.1.3.4 Comparison between non-contact and contact BR
In this section the performance of BR measurement using non-contact and
contact methods are discussed in detail.
5.1.3.4.1 Facemesh
As described before, Facemesh showed the best performance among all three
methods used to extract ROI. BR was calculated by following the aforementioned video
and signal processing workflow which was followed by validation against contact
measurement. Figure 5-9, Figure 5-10, Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12 show the Bland and
Altman plot (left) and scatterplot showing correlation coefficient and regression fit along
with univariate distribution (right) for the contact BR and non-contact BR extracted from
face, forehead, left-cheek and right-cheek respectively. Figure 5-9 shows that the sample
points lied well within the 95% confidence interval and the difference between contact and
non-contact BR extracted from face was maximum of 3 bpm while most of the points lied
between 0-1 bpm. The scatterplot showing regression fit shows that the correlation was
approximately 94%. Figure 5-10 shows that while the sample points lied within the 95%
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Figure 5-9: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability
distribution of contact and non-contact (face) BR using Facemesh

Figure 5-10: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability
distribution of contact and non-contact (forehead) BR using Facemesh

Figure 5-11: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability
distribution of contact and non-contact (left-cheek) BR using Facemesh

Figure 5-12: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability
distribution of contact and non-contact (right-cheek) BR using Facemesh

confidence interval there were more outliers in comparison to Figure 5-9 (left) suggesting
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the forehead’s better performance than that of the entire face. The difference between
contact and non-contact BR extracted from forehead was a maximum of 4 bpm. The
scatterplot showing regression fit shows that the correlation coefficient was approximately
90%. The difference between contact and non-contact BR extracted from the left-cheek
was approximately 3 bpm. The scatterplot showing regression fit shows that the correlation
coefficient was approximately 0.93. The difference between contact and non-contact BR
extracted from right-cheek was approximately 4 bpm. The scatterplot showing regression
fit shows that the correlation coefficient was approximately 87%.
The non-contact BR calculated from face performed best among all the locations
extracted from the face using Facemesh. After face, left-cheek performed better than rightcheek and forehead in calculation of BR.
5.1.3.4.2 68-points
Next to Facemesh, 68-points showed acceptable performance in extracting ROI. In
this section, the performance of 68-points in calculating BR in comparison to contact BR
is discussed in detail. Figure 5-13, Figure 5-14, and Figure 5-15 show the Bland-Altman
plot (left) and scatterplot showing correlation coefficient and regression fit along with
univariate distribution (right) for the contact BR and non-contact BR extracted from face,
left-cheek and right-cheek respectively. 68-points facial landmark system did not allow
direct extraction of forehead. Therefore face, left-cheek and right-cheek were the regions
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considered for non-contact BR extraction. Figure 5-13 shows that the difference between
contact and non-contact BR extracted from face was approximately 3 bpm. The scatterplot

Figure 5-13: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability distribution of contact and
non-contact (face) BR using 68-points

Figure 5-14: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability distribution of contact and
non-contact (left-cheek) BR using 68-points

Figure 5-15: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability distribution of contact and
non-contact (right-cheek) BR using 68-points

with regression fit shows the correlation to be approximately 92%. Figure 5-14 shows that
the difference between contact and non-contact BR extracted from the left-cheek was
approximately 4 bpm and the regression fit shows a correlation of approximately 88%.
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Figure 5-15 shows that the BRs extracted from right-cheek show a difference of

Figure 5-16: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability distribution
of contact and non-contact (face) HR using Facemesh

Figure 5-17: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability distribution
of contact and non-contact (forehead) HR using Facemesh

Figure 5-18: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability distribution
of contact and non-contact (left-cheek) HR using Facemesh

Figure 5-19: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability distribution
of contact and non-contact (right-cheek) HR using Facemesh
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approximately 4 bpm and the correlation was approximately 91%. In case of Facemesh as
well as 68-points, face performed best among all the locations.
5.1.3.5 Comparison between non-contact and contact HR
In this section the performance of HR measurement using non-contact and contact
methods are discussed in detail.
5.1.3.5.1 Facemesh
HR was calculated by following the aforementioned video and signal processing
workflow. Figure 5-16, Figure 5-17, Figure 5-18, and Figure 5-19 show the Bland and
Altman plot (left) and regression fit (right) showing correlation coefficient along with
univariate distribution for the contact HR and non-contact HR extracted from face,
forehead, left-cheek and right-cheek respectively. Figure 5-16 shows that all the sample
points but 4 lied well within the 95% confidence interval and the difference between
contact and non-contact HR extracted from face was approximately 7 beats per minute
(BPM). The scatterplot showing regression fit shows that the correlation coefficient was
approximately 70% which suggests moderate match between contact and non-contact HR
calculated from face. Figure 5-17 shows that all the sample points lied within the 95%
confidence interval and the differences between contact and non-contact HR extracted from
forehead was approximately 6 BPM. The regression fit showed approximately 78%
correlation which was better than that for the face. Figure 5-18 shows that the difference
between contact and non-contact HR extracted from the left-cheek was approximately 6
BPM i.e., same as that of forehead. The scatterplot showing regression fit shows correlation
of approximately 82% which is better than the forehead. Figure 5-19 shows the difference
between contact and non-contact HR extracted from right-cheek was approximately 7
BPM. The scatterplot showing regression fit shows that the correlation coefficient was
approximately 77%. This suggested that in HR calculation using Facemesh, left-cheek
performed better than other locations. Face and right-cheek showed similar match between
contact and non-contact HR.
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5.1.3.5.2 68-points
In this section, the performance of 68-points in calculating non-contact HR in
comparison to contact HR is discussed in detail. Figure 5-20, Figure 5-21 and Figure 5-22
show the Bland and Altman plot (left) and scatterplot showing correlation coefficient and
regression fit along with univariate distribution (right) for the contact HR and non-contact
HR extracted from face, left-cheek and right-cheek respectively. Face, left-cheek and rightcheek extracted from video of the faces of the subjects using 68-points were the regions

Figure 5-20: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability distribution of
contact and non-contact (face) HR using 68-points

Figure 5-21: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability distribution of
contact and non-contact (left-cheek) HR using 68-points

Figure 5-22: Bland-Altmann plot (left) and correlation plot (right) with probability distribution of
contact and non-contact (right-cheek) HR using 68-points
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considered for non-contact HR extraction. The difference between contact and non-contact
HR extracted from face was approximately 10 BPM. The regression fit shows that the
correlation coefficient was approximately 36%. Figure 5-21 shows that the difference
between contact and non-contact HR extracted from left-cheek was approximately 10 BPM
and the correlation between contact and non-contact HR extracted from the left-cheek was
approximately 54%. Figure 5-22 shows the difference between contact and non-contact
HR extracted from right-cheek was approximately 10 BPM and the correlation between
contact HR and non-contact HR extracted from right-cheek showed a correlation of
approximately 53%. As was also the case with Facemesh, using 68-points method showed
that left-cheek performed better than other locations for calculation of HR. The above
discussed results suggest that 68-points did not perform as well as Facemesh. Overall, the
method used to calculate non-contact HR did not perform as accurately as that of BR.
A review by Hassan et al. [66] states that the performance (Bland-Altman plots) of
HR, for the studies mentioned in the review, that the best performing HR showed a
difference ranging between -5 to +15 BPM and according to the studies mentioned before
the difference range was between -40 to +45 BPM. In our case the performance was found
to be better than the aforementioned studies which suggested that the proposed workflow
provided improved accuracy. However, in the context of subtle changes as those expected
in our study, further refinement of the algorithm including recruitment of more subjects
may be necessary.
High accuracy in calculation of BR than that of HR suggests the extraction of higher
frequency component (0.75-2.0 Hz) was more influenced by external illumination
variation, than that of lower frequency component. It suggests that the low-frequency
component was less influenced by external factors such as illumination. This might explain
no difference between contact BR and non-contact BR during most trials.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
In the first aim of the study, the goal was to determine whether the changes in
autonomic and EEG responses that are observed while listening to songs are a direct effect
of listening to songs or if they are (or partially) due to the changes in breathing pattern
which occurs when listening to songs. Towards this goal, a visual-feedback based program
was developed and tested in order for subjects to be able to voluntarily control their
breathing to reproduce the breathing pattern recorded during listening to songs.
This was a pilot study and hence the results of this study are considered to be
preliminary in nature. Therefore, although we did find interesting trends, further
investigation with larger pool of subjects would be necessary before conclusions regarding
the effects can be drawn. The cardiorespiratory trends were observed for each song
irrespective of whether spontaneous or control of breathing was used which indicates that
even though control of breathing may have an effect, which suggested that the effects
produced by listening to different songs were present irrespective of the act of control of
breathing and no change in breathing pattern.
The interaction between RRI and breathing signal while listening to songs showed
higher interaction with RRI than of the control of breathing sub-trials of the song
suggesting the effects due to change in breathing pattern may be secondary.
From coherencies, it was also found out that, the breathing pattern plays some role
in commonality between coherencies of RRI and breathing pattern of song sub-trials.
Therefore, results of our analysis suggested that listening to the song as well as change in
breathing patterns had an effect on autonomic responses, but it is possible that the effect of
listening to songs may surpass the effect due to control of breathing.
The visual feedback-based control of breathing program, although developed for the
specific study described here, has the potential to be useful in other applications as well.
Subjects found that controlling their breathing using the developed software was easy.
Therefore, the developed program could be used in studies and applications where
modification of breathing patterns is likely to be useful.
Below is a summary of key points for aim 1.
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•

A visual-feedback based program was developed and tested in order for subjects to be
able to voluntarily control their breathing to reproduce the breathing pattern recorded
during listening to songs.

•

This was a pilot study and hence the results of this study are considered to be
preliminary in nature.

•

The cardiorespiratory trends suggested that even though control of breathing may have
an effect, the effects produced by listening to songs surpassed the act of control of
breathing.

•

Coherence results also suggested that, listening to the song as well as change in
breathing patterns had an effect on autonomic responses, but it is possible that the effect
of listening to songs may surpass the effect due to control of breathing.

•

The visual feedback-based control of breathing program, although developed for the
specific study, has the potential to be useful in other applications as well. Subjects
found that controlling their breathing using the developed software was easy.
Therefore, the developed program could be used in other studies and applications where
modification of breathing patterns is likely to be useful.
In the second aim of this study the goal was to develop the non-contact measurement

system using RGB camera and to test it in a study condition where the physiological
parameters were expected to change minimally (listening to songs) to determine if the noncontact measurement is feasible in measuring HR and BR with adequate resolution. We
tested the non-contact measurement without changing the study design and subject
recruitment i.e., used the non-contact measurement with subjects of different skin color,
variable distance of the subject from the camera (less than 2 meters) and ambient light
conditions. Towards this goal, a data analysis framework was designed incorporating new
and widely used methods for different stages of analysis. Results showed that non-contact
BR extraction performed better than non-contact HR when compared with contact
measurements. The Facemesh method performed better than 68-points in ROI detection
which improved the performance of BR and HR extraction. Because the BR performance
was more accurate than HR, this suggested that the proposed framework was able to extract
low-frequency range parameters better than high-frequency range parameters. At this
point, our study suggests that the non-contact measurement system could be useful for BR
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extraction in case of the studies where relatively less changes in these are expected,
however, for HR extraction more refinement including different approaches for extraction
of information from the ROI would be necessary. Although the designed framework
performed better than widely used methods, we recognize that there is still a lot of room
for improvement to achieve better performance of the measurements.
Below is a summary of the key findings from the study for aim 2.
•

Non-contact BR extraction performed better than non-contact HR when compared with
contact measurements.

•

The Facemesh method performed better than 68-points in ROI detection which
improved the performance of BR and HR extraction.

•

The BR performance was more accurate than HR, which suggested that the proposed
framework was able to extract low-frequency range parameters better than highfrequency range parameters.

•

Our results suggest that the non-contact measurement system, with some refinement,
could be useful for BR extraction in case of the studies where relatively less changes
in these are expected, however, for HR extraction significant refinement including
different approaches for extraction of information from the ROI would be necessary.
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CHAPTER 7: FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The first aim of the study investigated effects of two songs (fast and slow tempo) on
brain signals, RR intervals obtained from ECG and breathing pattern while subjects
breathed spontaneously vs when they voluntarily controlled their breathing. This study was
a pilot study. Results showed some trends which need to be explored further by recruiting
more subjects in order to test for statistically significant effects. While investigation of
effects using moving window has the potential to reveal trends over time, the small
magnitude of effects indicates that much longer duration or studies would be needed. Two
types of songs were used, song1 was fast rhythm song and song2 was slow rhythm song.
The trends were not similar for both the songs for all of the physiological parameters.
Hence it would be helpful to further study the effects of the rhythm of song on these
physiological parameters. Further, longer duration trials could be helpful in investigating
any possible trends as well as for more averaging.
Along with finding cardiorespiratory interaction, we also explored the interaction
between RR intervals, and breathing pattern with EEG. Our approach involved
investigation of interaction between frequency bands of EEG (recorded from F3, F4, T3,
T4, P3, P4, O1 and O2) and other signals using coherence. Time-frequency analysis could
add more insights about this interaction in terms of frequency variation with time.
Conducting similar study with songs of different genre which has been suggested to
affect autonomic response may be helpful in studying the role of respiration in producing
the autonomic responses. Using different breathing patterns may help for stress release but
through pathways that may be complementary but somewhat different than those that
produce the effects of listening to songs. The developed software could also be used if
breathing to certain patterns is desired, for example if effects of different
inspiratory/expiratory intervals are to be studied during metronomic breathing. Therefore,
the developed biofeedback software has the capability to be useful in a variety of studies
or applications where voluntary control of breathing to produce different breathing patterns
would be beneficial.
The objective of the second aim was to develop a framework and workflow for the
extraction of HR and BR that could be used in studies where non-contact measurements
may be advantageous. There has been a lot of interest in the area of non-contact
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measurement using cameras and similarly, there has been a lot of advancement in terms of
algorithm development and optimization. In this study some of the widely used methods,
for source location on face and, the extracted source signal was used to find non-contact
HR and BR. Using other approaches was felt to be helpful to compare their performance
against the proposed approach using Facemesh. The proposed algorithm was designed to
work with different skin colors in ambient lighting to find the possibility of using noncontact measurement in an environment similar to where the described study was
conducted.
While use of Facemesh (explained in CHAPTER 5) showed improvement in terms of
estimation of HR and BR over the currently widely used methods, refinement of the
approach would be needed to get the precision that would be needed to detect subtle
changes as would be expected in the types of study that was conducted. While Facemesh
helps with tracking of ROI, exploration of other spectroscopic methods to extract better
information from the ROI are likely to be helpful.
As the results show, the algorithm performed better in extracting BR than HR i.e.,
the workflow worked better for lower frequency range than for higher range. One possible
reason could be the variation in illumination and/ or skin color variation. To verify whether
these factors affected the performance in different frequency ranges and to further improve
the workflow, the same workflow can be tested in different environments in terms of
illumination and with a wider range of subject skin tones. Another approach would be to
control the illumination or making the illumination more even on the skin. Although in our
present approach we wanted to explore the feasibility of making non-contact measurements
without changing ambient lighting conditions, it may be worth to try illumination changes
in future studies with a focus on improving the accuracy of the HR and BR estimation.
In this study the non-contact measurement was used without any skin-prep before
the start of the study. The designed image processing workflow for extraction of skin from
the frames was successful in extracting skin with the exception of skin-portion affected by
reflection of light on the skin. The skin portion that included light reflection due to the oily
texture of the skin was not detected as skin by the image processing algorithm which might
have affected the performance of the different locations on the face. Skin-prep before the
experiment could be helpful in taking out any possible oil residue from the face. One other
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option would be to consider other locations than that of the face such as neck which
contains fewer oil glands than the face.
Facemesh landmarks include 468 points which represent different locations of the
face such as eyes, eyebrows, cheeks, inner lips, outer lips, nose, silhouette of the face, and
forehead. The possibility of extracting the aforementioned locations with a greater number
of points, has the advantage of extracting larger or smaller area for cheek extraction,
extraction of adaptive sized patches rather than fixed area from the skin region from the
frame. The same workflow could be used to explore whether different patches or
combination of patches of the skin to lead to improved measurement of HR and BR.
The base machine learning (ML) architecture behind Facemesh is MobilenetV2
which is a light model which makes it easier for landmark detection on WASM
environment. Recently there has been more advancement in the ML model architecture for
the purpose such as face and object detection and tracking. Training the Facemesh with
newer alternative architecture which is even faster than MobilenetV2 could be helpful in
building real-time, easy implement and scalable applications for the extraction of HR and
BR. Although this may not necessarily improve accuracy, but it would improve speed.
The thought behind using this workflow approach was that the need for higher
computational power would be less than other approaches and that it would be
comparatively easier to implement it in real-time in the future.
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APPENDIX: GLOSSARY
Names and Abbreviations

Description

HR

Heart rate

BR

Breathing rate

HRV

Heart rate variability

BRV

Breathing rate variability

ECG

Electrocardiograph

EEG

Electroencephalograph

IR

Infra-red

RGB

Red, Green, Blue

RRI

RR interval

ROI

Region of interest

KLT

Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi

AR

Augmented reality

68-points

68-points landmarks system

plane orthogonal skin

POS
LF

Low-frequency

HF

High-frequency

HF to LF power ratio

HF/LF ratio
FFT

Fast frequency transform

HSV

Hue, Saturation, Value

PPG

Photoplethysmograph

Commercial DAS

Commercial data acquisition system

USB DAQ

NI USB 6001

fps

Frames per second

BPM

Beats per minute

bpm

Breaths per minute

RMSE

Root mean squared error

NRMSE

Normalized root mean squared error
Control trial’s Control (silence)

CC

Control trial’s Control of Breathing

CCB
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Song trial’s Control (listening to song1)

SC1
SCB1
NSCB1

Listening to Song1 while Controlling Breathing
Not listening to Song1 while Controlling Breathing
Song trial’s Control (listening to song2)

SC2
SCB2
NSCB2

Listening to Song2 while Controlling Breathing
Not listening to Song2 while Controlling Breathing

WO-song1

While not listening to song1

W-song1

While listening to song1

WO-song2

While not listening to song2

W-song2

While listening to song2

CPU

Computer processing unit

GPU

Graphics processing unit

CV

Coefficient of variation
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